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FRIEND, THE DAIRY COW.
The mission of the dairy cow ie to
turn the cheap roughage of the farm
into a condensed, readily salable and
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and would not ordinarily risk hie
in lottery tickets, but on this
occasion, the excessive haste of Elias to
have the unsold tickets returned, led him
to suspect that he held a prizo, he therefore retained those not sold and ho is
reported to have bought back all the
tickets he had sold.
The prizo ticket was No. 5500 in the
sixth class, drawn January 25, 1825.
The building erected by Mr. Shaw was
an inexpensive structure of wood, not
materially different from the chapels of
the time. It was the first meeting house
in West Hebron (Oxford), its dedication
was reported in a Baptist publication as
follows :
"On September lftth, 1820, at Craigie'e
Mills, in Hebron was opened for divine
service a new docently finished meeting
house, built and owned by Cyrus Shaw,
Esq., designed for the use of the Baptists
in that plnce. Sermon on the occasion
by Elder James Hooper of Paris from
Psalms 30:8. 'They shall bo abundantly
satisfied with the fatness of thy house,
etc.' Bro. Shaw's purpose is to rent the
pews yearly and devote the proeoeds to
the support of preaching in the mooting
house. Ile has already commenced the
business with encouraging success."
Mr. Shaw died iu 1833, and two years
later his widow married Dennis Hayes.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hayes wore interested
in the Baptist church, they remodeled
the mooting house by tho addition of a
vestibule and tower to tho front and refurnishing it gcnorally, including a boll
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It repays us over and over again to use the town shall determine with tho conOver Advertiser Office,
was sold to Col. King in 1838
Then came the shclliug of the corn, a sire that we are sure conies from the sent of Whitney; the house not to cost out-grown,
or 1S3Î·, and romoved to King Street adTake very more than twelve hundred dollars. Three
which is one of the most striking in- best purebred dairy stock.
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jacent to Mr. Duroll'e store, for a
stances of the changes that have been little notice of the fancy points, dots or acres of land was included in the gift,
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wrought by machines. In this case the spots on the skin, black or white tip of for a common, burying ground, etc.
machine, operated by steam, shelled one the tail, etc., but if his dam, and grand- The lirst town meeting was held in the
bushel of corn a minute, while in the dam, and his sire's dam and other new house on the 15th day of Octobor,
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The use of steam as a substitute for qualities in the future herd we must be occupied for divine service, between
horse jH>wer in ploughing, in harvesting depend on the sire. If we give our the several denominations of Christians
and in thrashing wheat has not material- thought and attention to this line of in town. The committee subsequently
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ly contributed to economy, except from work we can really do wonders in a reported making the assignment as folwill lie in ht* olliee on
a saving due to the elimination of animal
short time. Let me cite an historical lows: "The Congregationalist the first
power, so the more common power sup- example. In 1S7·», in Northern England, Sunday of each month, the Baptist the
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It is one of the marvels of the ago that then afforded. This bull is known in any denomination who shall give sea- school, (tho
after removal, while a new buildthe amount of human labor now required history as Ilubback. For a quarter of sonable notice thereof by posting tho in it
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ing was in process of construction.
to produce a bushel of wheat from l»e- a century they worked along detinito, same on the meeting house door."
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After Sickles had been wounded at
was removed to Washington, and the president called on him
When the general
at the hospital.
described the ltattle and the awful
slaughter, "IJneoln wopt like α child.*
"While the two armlet* wero converging," Bald Lincoln, "I went Into my
room and prayed as I never prayed liefore. I told (iod that If we were to
win the battle lie must do It, for I had
done all that I could. I went from my
room with α great load lifted from my
shoulders, and from that monM>nt I
never had a doubt as to the result We
shall heur good news from Graut, who

of sister churches. Elder John
Haines then delivered an affectionate
address, suitable to the circumstances.

Immediately after, Brother Cyrus Shaw,
according to previous arrangement, was
chosen and set apart to tho office of
Deacon by laying on of hands and prayer.

"The whole service was interesting, and
encouraged to hope that, as the
God of Mercy is bestowing on this little,
loving band, outward favors, so ho will
abundantly satisfy them with tho fatness of his house and drink of the river
we are

!

1

!

has been pounding away at Vlcksburg
for so many months. I am In a prophetic mood today, Sickles, and I say
that you will get welL"
"The doctors do not say sa"
"I don't core, Sickh*, you will get

of his pleasure."
i It is not to be

inferred that public
worship was wholly neglected at
Craigie's Mills prior to tho organization
of the churches, for the school house
was always at tho disposal of itinerant
well," iters 1st od the president
preachers and visiting ministers often
And that afternoon, (huerai

Sick h·»
goes on to say, a telegram woe recelvod froui General Grant announcing the
fall of Vlcksburg. Lite own recovery
soon followed.
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on tho hack at the monument Is this poem:
A MILLER'S MONUMENT.
(A millet·.no taken from Kin mill.]
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'•t RrnwnileM, Bankrupt. )
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the cost of
The potential
human labor on account of improved
implements, machines and processes, at
the rate per bushel or ton. as the case
of
may be, has been computed for seven
the comthe principal crops of
parison is between the oldtime methods
of production, in which hand labor was
assisted only by the comparatively rude
and inefficient implements of the day,
and the present time, when hand labor
has not only the assistance of highly
efficient ami perfected implements and
machiner) but has been considerably
displaced by them. In the case of the
crop^of corn, the money measure of
the saving of human labor required to
produce it in 18VJ in the most available
ecouomic manner, as compared w ith its
was
production iu the oldtime manner, oats,
ι-j ; wheat
11)4,SUT ;
$1,408,950; barley,
rye,
k>0; white potatoes, $>7,3UC,&i0;
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begins Tuesday, Sept. 10,
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college, teaching or busi*** at smallest cost.
The girls' Dormi"r> with fleetric lights and steam heat
-îli' lirai i» New England. Charges for
[""ins fur i^irls in the Dormitory are
-nts a week each and
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f«>r heat, lights and washing of
All buildings steam heated.
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saving in
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The total

potential

saving in the cost

of human labor for those seven crops of
lS'.n», owing to the possible utilization of
the implements, machinery and methods
of the present time, iu placo of tlio oldtime manner of production, reaches the
amount of $&>1,171,827 for

stupendous

this one year.

WHEAT OUTLOOK BRILLIANT. CORN
FAIR
July reporta from our country correspoudcnts show that Juno was an ideal
period for winter wheat, and the general
!X).S
average of condition is 91.4 against
Whilo a
last month and 7·>.0 hist year.
considerable part of the crop was harvested on July 1 the condition now reported refors, of course, to the promise
of the crop at date of tho harvest.
Threshing returns so far as available
show heavy yields and exceptional quality. One of the most interesting features
of the crop history of the year is the failreure of the Hessian tly to materially
duce tho crop result. The present condition of the spring wheat crop is very little
short of perfection in tho most important
districts. The present condition for the
whole spring wheat belt is reported at
IMi.T, against !K>.2 a month ago and 53.1
last year. Judging by past records, the
fairly
present wheat condition mayto be
tho postakeu as suggesting, subject
of
modification
later
material
of
sibility
of
the spring grain contribution, a yield
765,000,000 to 775,ooo,ooo bu.
The acreage planted to coru this yoar,
according to the July returns from
country reporters in our crop bureau,
than a year ago, is
while

slightly larger
work oasy, mske a smooth surintended. The
'Siv, and any one %**M
them to smaller thau originally
can "i
v
apply
.—J
at 80,050,000 acres,
ceiling, in>ide woodwork, pan- total is reported
moderate increase in the
kitchens «nil furniture.
Many showing a
dutiful tints. The surface is non- Ohio valley and a decrease in Kansas.
!'M«rU nt *ni(i cm η be kept bright »nri The early season for tho coru crop has
n' in
been decidedly unfavorable, and the
by wiping with a (lamp cloth.
low
Λ"'< W fancy price» when your 'Healer wtll present average condition reported
■f"11*'1 you "S»t-»uma Interior fcnnniele" at Uie at 85.4. There is a possibility of imprice aw or·Unary | taint.
stand and
provement, but tho inferior
Color i-anl an-l our book et, "How to innate plant weakness that results from
the llouie Withoui Buying New furearly chilling weather are conditions
which cannot be made good.—New
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Made by Heath & Milligan
Chicago.

—

M'f'g Co.,

England Homestead.

A!«o Klctor
Paint, Floor Varnish, ('nach
No ver hurry cattlo to and from pas•nd Spar
Varnish, Muralo. &c·,
anil a dog inako a bad
Mnury's H liiroad ami Liquid Paints, ture. A boyunless
both are well trained.
'or sale
combination
by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

*°lTH P.IH1S,

MAIMB.

A depression in tho road needs
rain to make a mudholo.

only

church of Christ
of many examples that might a Congregational
Mills. Six churches were repbe cited. With a good sire those best Craigio's
and after examination tho folcommon cows have given me within one resented,
were constituted
decade a herd that averages above 100 lowing named persons
tho First Congregational Church in
pounds of butter per year. Any farmer into
Jonathan Muzzey,
Messrs.
can do as much by a little patienco and Hebron:
and Alfred Hood, and
intelligent perseverance.—L. W. Lighty, Pitt C. Muzzoy
Mrss. Militiah Muzzey, Harriot Rowo
in Turf, Farm and Home.
The public exand Hannah Hood.
ercises were held in the school house at
FARMS.
ABANDONED
two o'clock in the afternoon, after which
In these young days of the new century
Mr. Pitt C. Muzzey was choson Deacon.
has
it is conceded by all that agriculture
'So pastor was called until 1836, when
of
manual
ceased to l>o solely a career
Rov. Ariol Parish Chuto of Byfiold,
labor, and is now considered a profes- Mass., was settled. Rev. James Gooch
for
add
the
1
sion,
profession,
might
of Minot was the stated supply tho
what calling in life demands so much?
year. A parsonage was built
Does the law, medicine or ministry ask previous
for Mr. Chute but ho did not occupy It
for practical knowledge of all things
long, for in December, 1S38, ho asked to
pertaining to its own branch? Λ scien- be dismissed, and tho following spring
tilic knowledge, embracing chemistry,
Rev. Isaac Carleton was callod and he
botany and geology, executive ability continued in charge until his death in
second to none, and added to all theso 1858. Ho occupied the house built for
attainments a shrewd, practical, com- Mr. Chute, and after his death the
mon sense?
property was bought by Dr. Artemas L.
And yet the farmer must possess all
Horsey and remodeled into his presont
these and more. Oroat have been the
After tho death of
homo.
delightful
of
strides in the tools and iu the ways
Miss Frances E. Norton, in 1873, hor
and
all
the
improvements brother, Edwin, who was authorized to
agriculture,
have been accepted and the old ways
dispose of lier property as he thought
forgotten.
best, gave her homestead to the church
All save one, and that is the old story
for a parsonage, "as long as they shall
of abauduned farms. Do we wish to go
maintain the ordinances of the
back to the days of the scythe, the pitch- regularly This house was formerly ocgospel."
fork and the hand rake? If so we would
cupied by Alfred Hood and in it the
be content to live where they alone could
church was constituted.
be used. Our forefathers used those
By consent of Mrs. Dennis Hayes
tools and expected no others, but if we
(widow ^f Cyrus Shaw) the society hold
could not be satisfied with these, could
their meetings in tho Baptist meeting
we be content to live where so many of
house until December 3, 1840, when a
our ancestors settled?
letter was received from Mr. Hayes, givI speak from a small horizon, and yet
notice that hereafter the Baptists
ing
is
true of one counit seems to me what
tho
mooting house.
would occupy
I
be
others.
true
of
in
the
state
may
ty
Whereupon it was voted to thank Mrs.
know of no farm that cau be called
for tho use of tho house where
abandoned that is tit to be called a farm, Hayes
wo have been holding our meetings, and
with all the improvements of this en- that hereafter the meetings will bo in
lightened age, life is too short to try to the School House Hall.
cultivate land only suitable for sheep to
The Baptist meeting house, so callod,
roam over.
was erected in 1827 by Cyrus Shaw on
Tho late Austin Corbin helped solve
his homestead lot a few rods northwest
this great question in a very substantial of his
dwolling house. It was said to
manner for the owners of tlioso rocky,
have been built as a thank offering, an
hills
while
the
mountainous farms, and
acknowledgement of tho divine favor in
of New Hampshire make a line adopted
giving him tho capital prizo, $5,000, in
home for the bulTalo, the deer and tho ono of the
drawings of the Cumberland
elk, they are needed for our domestic and Oxford Canal Lottery.
animals, and the farmers of New EngThis corporation was cnariercu uy mu
land are Iteginning to realize that tho
of 1821 to carry into ofToct a
législature
West cannot produce all the beef, mutscheme of connecting
contemplated
long
ton and pork to supply the markets of the
ponds in Cumberland and Oxgreat
tho world.
ford Counties by an artificial water-way
tlx iii9 w ni aiua tuiu vuu»Λ uiiuuuuuu
with the sea, thoreby affording to a large
ion with the farm tools of tho past, and
cheap transportation of its
territory
a
find
our sleek cattle ami sheep will
to tho markets of the world.
products
to
summer homo whero once man tried
Craigie's Mills, for a time, fondly anticilive, and in winter thoy will bo housed
pated tho day when Thompson's Pond
farmhomes
of
the
near the
progressive
should become a part of tho canal
ers who thoroughly understand the adsystem, making it the head of navigavances of schools and libraries and tion and the distributing point for tho
social intercourse, at the same time keep- back country, but tho Portland and
ing au eye open for all so-called aban- Quebec liail road became the towntalk in
doucd farms and adding to the pasture
1834, and July, lS4i>, tho Atlantic & St.
and tho woodland whenever an oppor- Lawrence Railroad rolled its lirst train

simply

a

one

»

brick

of Main Street and the Otisfield road,
nearly opposite tho Baptist meeting
house. The second lloor, designed for

tho primary department, had movable
seats and was in frequent use for lectures
and public meetings and advertised as
the School Houso Ilall. It had seating

capacity sufficient for ordinary meetings
and tho Congregationalists wero not
greatly inconvenienced by the change.
In this pleasant chainbor, tho good
Major's house being found inadequate,
Miss Frances Eliza Norton gathered the
children of tho villagers in Sunday
School for instruction in tho mysteries
of the Westminster Confession and to

tuno their voices in the rhythmic melody
of simple gospel hymns.
"K'cn now my wistful fancy, listening,
Hears the sweetly solemn tunes,
That we sang there In the school house,
On those Sumlay afternoons."
lier school has out-livod tho teacher
and will out-live her scholars, but the

of "Aunt Frank," as sho was lovingly called in her after years, is yet
cherished and should bo in perpotuum,
in
as the founder of the Sabbath Schools
tho town and probably in Oxford County.
namo

March 20th, 1841,

a

mooting

was

held

in the School House Ilall to take into
consideration the propriety of forming
to be incorporated as the First
a

society

I

Congregational Society

in Oxford, also
to see what action the society will take
on the question of building a now meeting house.
The mooting was called to order by
Jairus S. Keith, Esq. John Wolch was
chosen chairman and Charles Duroll,

secretary.
It was

unanimously voted

to build a

church and Dr. Jacob Tewksbury,
Benajah Pratt, Jr., and Chandler Record,

new

wore appointed a committee to look out
Col.
the host location for the building.
Samuel H. King, Jairus S. Keith, Esq.,
and Otis F. Mixer, were chosen a committee to make estimates of the cost of
building, both of brick and wood, apportioning the material into lots; both committees to report at an adjourned meeting, two weeks from tliie day.
The record of tho adjourned meeting,
April 2d, 1S41, lias a copy of petition
and warrant of Dennis Hayes, Esq., one
of tho Justices of the Peaco for Oxford
County, authorizing tho incorporation
of tho petitioners into a "Parish So-

tunity presents itself.—Fannie Boecher of cars into Oxford. Tho canal was ciety."
Tho persons named
White, in Massachusetts Ploughman.
sold under tho hammer in 18Ô7 by its as follows:

on

the

petition

Dcrv uth tlile »ume a mllW 11-n,
Who left tlvo world before the rUo
Of modern uujs of mukln# floor
Arvl bene·
many a happy hour.
He wae nut for<«*] to «p-mlaUi
Nor on tlikatfo'e movement watt.
Ue Ί1Ί !»>t nn for forilgn trad··.
Dut sold hid uolKhhors nil lie uud&
Catdi-s end tclegwme wvrti rur>>;
TV' market· >1M not make Mm wax.
Small wan lilt mill, hl.i |»rotltti round;
C'K ar wiis I1I9 hi-ad, M.< elumtjcr* «jural
Πβ envied no no, he woe envied nut
Ami dictt ountcntaJ with hU UK.

ίΰΐ

buildings.

in private residences or in the
idiingles, glass and hardware, also a good ; discoursedweather
permitting.
table that shall bo worth at least thirty open air,
The convention minutes mention but
In payment Mr.
—Cincinnati Star.
ilollars in Portland.
this
of
church, tho first beWoodward waa to accept the sub- two pastors
licensed
C.
Robert
Eldor
by
Starr,
ing
scriptions made by himself and those of the
church in Warren in 1811, and ort'wloB mm m Model,
Messrs. Norton, King, Keith and Welch,
an
dained
Evangolist in 1S10. lie beund for the residue a lien upon the pows,
A curious feature of α model's ooct>
of
Poland
church
the
of
the
came
In adpastor
same as in Mr. Mixor's contract.
is hor posing for nn artist who
aud Oxford in 18:58, and after one year's patlon
dition, it was agreed that thosaid WoodBomo one else.
Wealthy
le
pointing
ward and Mixer arc to have the solo service, resigned.
was
urci capricious and often do not
In
Bailey
people
Timothy
March,
184:},
of
pews,
ownership of the two back tier
ordained pastor of tho church in Oxford care U> give long sittings. Therefore,
to wit: the eight pews nearest the vestiofficiated ono year.
after the urtist has caught tin; exprt»·
bule. Nathaniel Lord contracted for the and
was a constituent of The
The
elon of tbo face, he will call In u model
underpinning and cellar under thowest- Oxfordsociety
Churches
of
Association
Baptist
to pose for the llgure. Some umkIcIs
orly end of the house, for $7"j, "fifty in and was continued on its
until
roll
1854,
do not care to do this, at; part of their
meeting house stock and the rost as we
although not represented at its meetings
of their occupation constat*
agree."
enjoyment
Dea.
was
Tho
first
1849.
after
delegate
June 24th, 1843, the building comIn seeing themselves reproduced on
was succeeded in 1832
who
Shaw,
mittee accoptcd the house, appraisod Cyrus
Joshua Taylor and Alpheus Drake. can vos, but there are others who ure
tho pews, called a meeting of the socioty by
Elder
a
Taylor lived in the old Greoly Quite willing to help till out
for the sale of tho samo and selocted
at the foot of Greely Hill for
Various» models have various points
committee of arrangements for the dedi- house
several years; ho was a preacher and of excellence, and often u painter will
cation. Tho salo took place two days
often conducted tho services of the
employ ut different stages In the proglater, Capt. Luther Carman acting as
church. Elder E. S. Byron was ono of
auctioneer.
ress of his work from thri^» to four
is
rememberand
in 1842,
The accompanying plan gives tho ar- tho delegates
models for one llgure on his canvus.
Samuel
an
as
ed
acceptable supply.
rangement of the pews, names of tho Jiittlclicld succeeded
One model Is known for her coloring,
Mr. Shaw in the
purchasers aud the amount of pre- office of Deacon and frequently attended another for her hands, another for her
mium paid.
In 1837 the church in
hair An artist generally notes In hi."
Tho committee appointed to make tho the association.
Poland united with it, and for three address book the characteristics of ο
arrangements for dedication were Wilit went under the namo of the
model after her name. These quotaliam S. Allen, Charles Durell and Otis yoars
Church of Poland and Oxford.
tions are taken at riuidoru from an
F. Mixer, and on the twenty-ninth day
Others of record, representing the
of June, 1843, tho meeting house was
artlsfs uûress lx>ok: "line ,νοιπιμ
church in meetings of the association,
tall and slim, blond,
dedicated to Almighty God. The introand D. Jewess," "Hngllsh,
Chandler
Alden
Deacons
were
Mr.
Kov.
Bailey;
"Good llgure.
ductory prayer was by
Dennis Ilayes, Peter cost u uns" "Good back,"
Bros.
and
Dudley,
concludsermon by Rev. Mr. Carleton;
short legs, Ivory tone."—Cosmopolitan
J.
Cain.
and
Dennim
Mr.
Walker.
ing prayer by Kov.
Showing the Puritanic simplicity of
At a meeting held on the second day
wo note that at the
the
of
the.denomination,
thanks
tho
of September, 1843,
Matrimony In Gilbert Inland».
in 1833, a vote was passed
association
for
voted
were
apchurch and society
Women of the (ίΙΠκ-rt Islands being
the discontinuance of
recommending
enumerated
be
to
upon
preciated gifts,
as a practice useless merely regarded as eattlo or uny other
the records of the parish, and Jairus S. mourning apparel,
In
and expensive. The returns of 1835 give
property, writes Arthur Inkersley
Keith, Samuel II. King and Charlos Duto the church in Poland, 18 members; to Tlie Overland Monthly, the matrimonirell wero appointed a committee to transthat in Oxford, 10, and the united
mit copios of the votes to the several
al knot Is easily tied and Just as easily
churches returned in 1837, 4*5 members.
donors as follows:
If a man funcles a girl, he
in 1843, proba- unth'd.
statement
A
summary
To Mrs. Catherine d. CaMwell of Portland,
the hair of the head,
last published, gives original seizes her by
for"lior very lujeptable i>rcicnt of a pair ol bly the
wherever she may be, despite her prosolar lampe to lie placed number of members 17; admitted by letsplendid and valuable
Of testations, and drags her away to his
on the right anil left of the desk.
ter 30; by baptism 20; total 73.
To Itcv. Isaac Carleton, for a communion table.
boon dismissed, 7 expelled, homo. lier instance Is not often seriTo Rev. Ariel 1*. Chute, for a Bible ami hymn these 10 had
0 died, 4 lost and 1 dropped, leaving ous, the pretense of refusal being duo
book.
To Mr. John Welch of Bouton, for an elefçanl
present membership 45.
to the roquettishnees Inherent In the
desk.
for
the
conch and two chaire
The Baptist meoting house was burn- eex. When tho couplo reach the house
To Dr. Jacob Tewkebury, for the excellent
1845.
house.
of
this
of
Moor
ed on the tenth day
February,
carpct now upon the
of the groom, a w»>ddlng feast Is furTo Dr. Samuel II. Tewkabury, for a line clarl
Thoro had been a driving snow storm for
onct for the use of the choir.
nished forthwith, to which all the Immornthe
in
at
two days, clearing
night;
The records of tho church do not show
for mediate friends of the bride nud bridethe
building
Mr.
Hayes opened
ing
that building a meeting house stimulated the
of cleaning out tho snow groom are Invited. Iiut un acceptance
Although and purpose
accession to membership.
built fires in the stoves to dry it off. of the invitation Implies the contribua pastor, the churcli
without
frequently
Soon after he loft the building it was tion of some viands to the entertainorganization has boon continuous and discovered to be on fire and its destruc- ment. Matrimony Is attended by no
there have been but few Sundays when tion was
complete. The insurance went
than this. When a
religious service was not held in the to the heirs of the builder, and whilst further ceremony
weary of his wife, be
husband
grows
First Congrogationalist mooting house. the
insurable
an
Baptists never had
orders her to leave him, and If
CALVIMST BAPTIST.
interest in their meeting house, its simply
not he turns her out of doors.
to
the
does
she
death-olow
Amongst tho piously inclinod of the destruction wasin aOxford.
settlors of West Hebron, the Dap- Baptist church

early

Merer Left the Road.

GOING

IN.

Balling homeward, sailing home,
And I think I am almost there;
The shoreward billows are whito with foam,
Freeh fragrance Alls the air.
A brcczo from the laml has touched my brow;
Thore are branches upon the sea.
I can almost see the harbor now
And the mansion prepared for me;
I can almost hear my darlings say,
"Πβ Is coming home to-day, to-day."
I am sailing homeward, ealllng home,
And I know that It Is not far;
The waves run higher and higher; they corae

1

am

From the land whore my own folks are.
1 can see the lights of the City gleam,
I can see them glimmer and toss
On the waves close by. Do I dream?

Do I

dream?
somebody reach I r g across?
!
They are drawing closer, closer—see
The Beautiful City Is coming to me !
I am sailing homeward, sailing home,
And the ocean is all behind.
No more In a foreign land I'll roam
When my fa'hers house 1 And.
We arc going slower,—slower still,—
are
The anchor Is nearly fast;
folks
They are furling the sails. Oh! my own
will

creditors and soon aftor tho lower sec- W. B. Norton.
John Wolch.
Vetch and oats have the advantage tion was closed ; tho boats being private Jacwb
Charles Durcll.
Towksbury.
to
Professover peas and oats, according
in uso on tho ponds. Samuel Η. King.
continue
Bensjab Pratt, Jr.
property,
James Yeaton.
that
tho
Lord.
in
of
Nathaniel
Goessmann
or
Amherst,
Various methods woro devised to raise Alilal Β. Gammon.
Otle F. Mixer.
vetch stands up much better, .and can bo
thousand
Jarlua 8. Keith.
money to build tho canal, two
Caleb Woodward.
easily cut with a mowing machine. To sliaros of capital stock were put upon Adln. Cleveland.
Joseph Chaflln.
Alexander Π. Huzzy. Lather Carman,
securo tho best results, the crops should
tho market at $50 per share, a special β.
Isaac R. Carman.
II. Towkabury.
be cut when in early to middle bloom. act of tho
Alfred Hood.
legislature was secured in Chandler Records.
If cut when in late bloom the oats will
raise
to
Tbeophllue Dame.
Daniel Crooker.
1S23, authorizing tho corporation
Alfred H. Hood.
Edmund Hayes.
have developed a considerable amount
lottery, and in 1825, Canal Luther
by
$50,000
Thomas
B. Carman.
F.
Plngroe.
of woody libre, rendering them less Bank of Portland was chartered with a
was
which
of
The
by the
of
organized
palatable and digestible.
society
$300,000, one-quarter
capital
chairwae to be invested in the stocks of the choice of Dr. Jacob Tewksbury,
D/.
It may bo taken as an indication that canal corporation. The managers of the man, and Charles Duroll, clerk.
on locattle need salt when they aro seen licklottery, three in number, were appointed Tewksbury, for the committee
site
ownof
the
ing each other to get tho briny exuda- by the Governor and about $27,000 were cation, reported in favor
tions from the skin.
Of course, this raised from this source. Elias Shaw of ed by Col. King, near Mr. Linnell's on
may become a habit. Indigestible balls Portland was the agent to place tho King Street. Col. King, for the buildof hair are often formod in tho stomach, tickets, and they had an extensive sale ing committee, reported in favor of a
which can not but bo hurtful.
A want in other states as well as in Maine. He brick building. After some discussion
which is so easily supplied should not be sent to his cousin, Cyrus Shaw, post- the meeting adjourned for one wook.
were
neglected.
master, innholder and tracer at Craigie's Subsequent meetings of tho parish
but no furthei
Mills, a package of tickets to be sola on held during the month December
15th,
Koad making should bo in charge of a commission. At this time it was notl action was taken until
with when a committee of four were chosen
road maker.
generally considered inconsistent
the
building of a
rectitude to buy and sell lottery tickets. "to carry into effect
The hardest cow to milk is usually left
The element of chance, seldom dormant new church." The committee wort
to the hired man.
Otis F.
in human naturo, then as now entered Jairus S. Keith, Henry C. Dean,
The man with a well-defined silo usual- largely into business transactions, and Mixer and Edmund Hayes, and the)
insti- were fully authorized to procure plans,
ly takes precedence when it oomee to a even religious and educational
for and superintend tho build'
profitably farm and neat, substantial tutions made use of lotteries to improve contract
the
their finances. Cyrus Shaw was a thrifty ing, and "to accept or not accept

proUtj.

Chiseled

1
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a

coming down the hill
It marks the last resting placo of a
happy mllk>r of the old school, who
knew not the caree or worries of a riswho
ing or falling grain market
ground his corn awl wheat for his
nolghl>ors and lived content«*lly on his
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modest miller's grave Is a unique sight
Graytown, 0. The millstone is located In the center of an old burying
ground and can be seen α mile away,
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Be safe In my arms at last.
going In. I touch tho shorehome, sweet home, forevermore.
—Julia II.

am

It le

WHAT

DID

HE

Hay.

EXPECT f

house in a London
suburb which proved to bo of the usual
modern jerry-built order of architecture,
ho much so that one day the rain came
through the roof and regularly swainpcd
tho place.

gentleman took

a

Approval.

"And did you And tho

HroblTft

rigid.

While tho workers have 12,000 facets
to their eyes, the drones are gifted wltb
£((,01)0; while tlw workers have 5,000
olfactory cavities In their antenna», tlw
drones have over 00,000. While tlw
workers an· tailoring for tlw lieneflt of
the community the drones sail off every

bright morning Into space, Irresistible,
glorlims, and tranquilly make for tl»e
nearest flowers, where they sleep till

the afternoon fr«>shuess awakes them.
Then, with the same majestic pomp
and still overflowing with magnlllcent
schemes, they return to tin? hive, go
straight to the cells, plung·' their heads
to tho neck In tho vats of honey and fill
themselvi-s tight as a drum to repair

their exhausted strength, wthereupon,
with ÎM-ovy st»»p»<, they go forth to m*<
the good, dreamless and careless slumber that shall fold them In Its embrace
till tho time for tin· next repast^Matv
terllnck's "I.lfe of a IV**."

It will probably not snrprlee our
readers to hear that most Spanish bullflghters object to lighting cows. Tlw
real reason may, however, astonish

A sportsmanlike objection to
persecuting a female animal has noth-

them.

ing whatever to do with It. The fact I·
that tlie average toreador Is sincerely
afraid of a cow.
And he has good reason. The tows of
tho half wild breed used for the arena
much quicker In their uiovoincute
than an* tin» bulb*. ThHr liorng am
Du>re pointed and more formidable.
ΤΙκ-y do not lower their bends to the
ground, shut their eyes and charge Hko
α locomotive upon the rails, but aro
are

alert and ready to follow every movement of their persecutors. Tlielr warlike tactics liuvv been adapted not to
blind, bovine frontal attacks, Imt to tho

strategy of active and cunning Insists
of prey, of which tho human bullfighter
Is only α feeble mimic. If these cheap
Idols of the Spanish populace wonld
fn<>o young and active wild cows which
had Just been robbed >>f their calveH,
they might i>erhupe forestall the butchdo
er, but they would, at any rate,
something

to <*arn

their laurels—-rea»·

son's.

Shovlnit tb* Qn^v,
The game of counterfeiting Id this
country 1» played by iHuple of all na-

tionalities, and, although

some women

and children ore ustd as ti>ola, mon
take the principal jKirts. After having
in:ule th<· eoln tbe gnvit problem le how
to convert It Into good money. Tbe
maker rarely take» part In that ojh'DV
tlon. It Is the husln«-ss of gongs, which
consist usually of two persons, known
the "holder^' and tike "Bbover."
Πι·· holder carries a stock of the
counterfeit money, and the h ho vet has
one pleee. This he takes to a store or ο
saloon and buys something for a small
amount, mid when lté comes Into tV
street tin· bolder s«va blm from his j«>
sltlon a block away, Joins him, receives
the good money and hands him anotlnt
ad

counterfeit
Τίκ»

object

Is to work so that the

shover, If detected, may plead Innocence aisl prove that the piece Is the
only orw> that lie has-and that he has no
Home clever operators
other money.
go so far as to mix coud cala with t!*?

bad.

II·!».
An Editor and · Ooldtn
an
"One beautiful spring morning
Uv
editor found a golden hair lying
tween the pages of α manuscript"
Ladle*
writes Edward I»ok In Tim
1h> reachIlome Journal. "Τ1κ· moment
out
ed the page It gnu-efully fluttered
the editor
excitement
with
Flushed
his hulr, he arcaught 1L It woe not
bis property.
gue*!, therefore It was not
owner
Then, again, he thought, the
So
lost It and might need It

probably

methodical
he put It back. He wad a
as ho
It
exactly
he
and
r»!placed
man,
bad fourni It. Ile was not many daye
older when he received a letter proving

by the very hair be bad so dexterously
caught and conscientiously replaced
that he never had read or even opened
Could
the mauuserlpt of tbe writer.
anything have been a clearer not.
against tbe edltorV Most certainly

csuw

ilon't y«a
It wus conclusive and tlnal

eee'/"

A Little Dram·.
kissed bta
In the mornlug a workman
α
wife and children and went to help
hundred others tear down α bulidlug.
and ML
During the day he slipped
bo»·
Then came an ambulance and a
and then a bit of black crape on

—

views. He even

arranged

an

apparatus

this principle to respond to the
lightning discharges of distant storms.
The greet genius of Henry was never
move apparent than In his investigation of electrical dischargee and their
oscillatory nature. It Is a lasting tee·
thnony to the Ignorance among Amerithe
cans of their own great men that
Includname of Joeeph Henry was not
ed In the first 60 selected for the Hall

The Moving Plant.

on

WMcmI·

Accommodating.

Chinoeo a bravo nation?" we asked of
Jinks—Have you got quarters for a
the returned soldier. "Indeed," he reold man?
dollar,
plied, casting a sidelong glance at the
Winks—My vest pocket is rather
wagonful of loot which was being unand'I'll try
loaded, "they were foemen worthy of crowded, but pass It over,
our steal."
to make room for it

was

killed."—Chicago Journal,

to the
A very queer plant belongs
From u lc«T«nfef·.
la called the "moving
pea family and
Frogs are lino scavengers, destroying
In
manner
tho
of
account
animal
plant" on
great Quantities of decaying
which Its leaves turn around of their substance In springs end brook· and
bewithout
own accord or go by Jerks,
keeping the water pure, thus proving
way disturbed.
or In

of Fame of the nation.

—

His

·

pttol
mention of Joseph Henry, America's mighty
an obscure door.
for ft was he who β heap er upe and downs, spcelnlly
scientist,
their
fleetest
His children went on without
I stole
first, In 1812, discovered the oscillatory downs, since I fined de church.
father.
cussed,
I
watermlllius,
discharges
chickens and
character of certain electric
Uls wlfu, whoso life bad been bound
odand who showed that these oscillations I got drunk, I ehot craie, I slushed
in that of ber husband, grow pole
er
done
up
I
and
produced disturbances which could by der ooons wld my razor,
dis·
but funk the and died.
at
*
detected
odder
things;
be
receivers
er
suitable
sight
I
Helplessness killed the little ooeflL
in*
tances of many rods and through
good Lawd, bredderlu and slsterln,
idea
accident
of
the
In
Yet
speaking
Blue
trrrerrlng buildings, writes Professor never yet lost my religion!"
said:
ReItldge (Go.) Tost
Joeeph Ames In The Review of
"It was Dot so bad. Only ono mur

As regards facilities for bathing,
which every Filipino demands, there la
the open bay, with its miles of dead
salt water, ready.at any time of tlfc
day or year for a free bath. The genu·
loving
The gontloman was naturally angry, lne Filipino is half amphibious,
and when tho landlord called for hie the water and swimming like a fish.
rent the tenant exclaimed indignantly:
An example of this may be seen In the
"I say, it is too bad; the other night large tobacco factories at Blnondo,
and
roof
gave with their 10,000 employeea. When the
tho rain came through my
Tou really
me a regular shower bath.
day's labor Is done, the thinly dressed
do
to
something."
ought
workmen, men, women and children,
the
do
to
growlod
something!"
"Ought
individspeed laughingly to the bay, plunge In·
was
a
who
surly
very
landlord,
and come oat
ual. "What are you complaining of? Do to the waiting waves
Ledger
refreshed.
with
and
cool
soap
to
mo
clean,
you
provide
oxpoct
I you
and towels, too?"—Spare Moments.
Monthly.
A

An ekl negro In α neighborhood town
said:
arose In
prayer meeting and
a
"Hivdderln and sistertn, I been
I had
mean nigger In my time.

A Poqrotte· Oeahu.
The history of wireless telegraphy
would not be complete without some

Tlvr Drone· In

tin.· drones nature has certainly
very Iwuntlful. They aro very
largo and strong, have α helmet made
of enormous Mark pearls, two lofty
quivering plumes, α doublet of I ride*·
Cent, yellowish velvet. α hemic tuft and
a fourfold
mantle, translucent and

Bnllflahtern Afraid of Ciwrfc

Miller'· MonnmenL

A big millstone monument

rwvir

iSé

Licensed Taxidermist,

delicious and wholesome

Gettysburg he

ship

_BL

Tewklkury

■m

more

Lincoln's
Providence and hie tmutlful optimism.

hand in front of the pulpit, and in that
position received the Right Hand, presented by Elder John Tripp of the first
church in Hebron, in token of the Fellow-

pr

|^i

v.*»*·.

Makes the food

follows:

Nathaniel Chaso prayed on the occasion.
The individuals proposing to unite in
church ordor, were arranged hand in

|tablc|
w*

ABSOLVTUy fcuRE

I

organization of the church,
"Same day (September 19th, 1826,) in
Th· l'wayfr Β* to re Gettyibarg.
the same place, was organized the Second Baptist Church in Hebron, of sevenGeneral I>anlel Sickles told α β tory
To
church
the
from
teen members, chiefly
Illustrating the tenderness of President
been
Elder
in Paris and the first in Ilebron.
heurt ne well ue hie faith In
as

#1,198
Total,
Mr. Mixer wishing to contract to build
tho church, was oxcusod from serving on
tho building committee.
After viewing several mooting houses
in different places, the committee contracted with Otis F. Mixer and Samuel
II. King to build a house according to
the spécifications, do all tho labor (except the mason work) and furnish tho
oils and paints, for tho sum of $065. Tho
building to bo finishod by the first of
September, to tho turning of tho koy, in
furnished in
caso tho materials arc
In payseason to have tho work done.
ment tho said contractors shall accept
Jacob Tewksbury's note for $150, Henry
C. Dean's note for $100, Edmund flayes'
noto for $100, Charles Durell's note for
$100, Daniel Crookor's note for $50,
Adolphus ShurtlefT's noto for $lfl. Mr.
Mixer's note for $30, and for the residue
a lien upon tho pews in said house, but
beforo said lien attaches, the subscribing proprietors shall be entitled to one
Caleb Woodward in conpew cacb.
sideration of $785, contracted to furnish
the materials for building, delivered on
tho spot, timbor, boards, clapboards,

Royal &

accessions for

no

said to have been burned in the meeting house, therefore no list of members
can be given, but the article quoted,
above, concludes with an account of the

300
100
100
100
100
100
200
160
50
30
18

..

were

two years. Records of the Bapnearly
tist church at Craigie's Mills are missing,

#100

Charles Durell
W. B. Norton,
J. 8. Keith
Edmund Hayes,
Caleb Woodward
U.C. Dean,
John Welch,
Samuel II. King,

.·

tl.

tiete evidently predominated, notwithstanding the fact of the Congregationallets being the first, by a few montLe, to
complete a church organization; even
then they organized with only six mem-

work when done."
Subscriptions wort
made tte follows:
"We the subscribers, do agree to pay the
amount set against our names, In labor, materl
ale or cash, to be expended In building a now
church for tho First Congregational Society In
Oxford, to be built next spring and summer and
to take pews In the church as a consideration foi

30,

j

any
ing touched
most worthy of kind treaton a themselves
Sometimes only one or two leaves
They devout,
and
ment
preservation.
times
plant will b* affected; at other
numbers of Insect·, 1 Deludtoo,
great
and gyrathey will all perform Jumps
flies and mosquitoes. In spits of
It Is observed ing
tions simultaneously.
their
queer shape, they are remarkably
that the movements are most energetic
and swimmers, and
80 expert Jumpers
about
marks
thermometer
when the
from theay
many a boy has learned
degrees.
both bow to play leapfrog and bow Co
swim.
Why Prance Lafi Behind.
Frenchmen do not want to rule; they
DliVtaTt·· HI· Cmatlem,
of
want to live. The pursuit of life,
MI notice he was unusually formal
of
she
laughter, of charming sensations,
and circumspect In bis behavior,"
Intelligent apprehensions, of individual told her dearest friend, "and I thought
all
some
development of character—It may
at tiret 1 had offended blm In
to hube more Important, more vital
way."
man existence than the preoccupation»
-Had your
to make
to rule oneself and others,
"Ob, no. As soon as Brother Willie
"Glimpses
be bad
laws aud to light—Steevens*
came In and got the phonograph
of Three Nations."
Inadvertently left on the table every»
thing was all right again."—Chicago
The Single Thought.
Post
"two
mother,
fond
"Ah," sighed the
HI· BtHln.
souls with but a single thoughtr
Landlord —But the agreement was
"Yes," echoed paterfamilias, "and
how that you should make your own reless than one dollar. I don't know
unless— pairs.
make
Mary,
it,
to
going
they're
Tenant—That's all right, but I expect
er—perhaps that single thought they've
the bouse.
for
to
op
put
that
going
papa's
you to make the repairs of
got Is
jI —Boston
Transcript
two."—Denver Times.
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She Oxford gcmocrat,
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JULY 23,1901.
AT WOOD & FORBES,
Editera ud

PnpiMwi.

Uiomi M. ATwooi».

A. B. Fouu.

$1JU a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $i.uo a year. Single copiée 4 centa.

Γ κ km a

Ai>rssneuiBVX»:—All legal advertisements
an given three conaecutive Lnaertloue (or $1JO
par Inch In length ot column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and jearly advertiser*

Jo· Paurriao.-—New type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.
SINULE COPIE».
Single Copies of tbe Democrat are four cent*
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron»
jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
ealc at the following places in the County :
Parlln'a Drug Store.
South l'arls,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noyea' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckdeld,
Λ. K. Lewis, Insurance Office,
Pryeburg,
Mrs. liar low. Post Office.
l'arls Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN ALi

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.

FRYEBURG.

her
Mrs. Lyman Abbott came to
son's on Saturday evening and is now
with his family at the "Retreat," the
cottage occupied by them last year at
the Grove.
Everything is progressing favorably at

BUCKFIELD.
Mise Mabel F. Alden of Braintree,
Mass., is the guest of Ifiee Amy Shaw.
She la one of Braintree'e teachers, as la
Miss Shaw.
Carroll Holbrook of Braintree, Mass.,
is vising hie relatives, the Coles.
H. D. Foes and Adalbert Lock of

BETHEL·

Rev. Arthur Varley and
E. Hanscome have been
week at Peak's Island.

ProfeeeorF.
spending the

The Standard Oil Co. is making

ar-

rangements to erect an oil tank near the
depot, upon Mr. John Pliilbrook's land.
The Hethel Savings Bank is to have a

and a large
new safe.
were in town Sunday.
Γη! Baptist Church, Rev. H. H. Btahop, number of interested and enthusiastic Farmington
The material for the village sewer has
M.
H. Shim, president of the Maine
J.
Paator. Preaching βτβττ Sunday at 11
attendance.
in
are
teachers
work will probably begin
Water Co., is at Hartford Cold arrived, and
Mineral
and
Sunday School at 13 M. sabbath evening 8er
Barker
Mrs.
from
Latest
reports
soon.
rice at 7. 30 p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
at Carlsbad, Spring, the guest of the company's
them
Pike
M.
7
30
p.
place
at
Clayton
evening
E. C. Bowler of the Be· hel News is
Universalis Church : Rev. J. C. Snow, D. D.. (Germany), where they are testing its agent Mr. Ledden.
a few days in Boston, and next
water
spending
not?
it
is
uaetor.
Preaching service every Sunday at famous medicinal waters.
Shipping
Curious,
will go to Peak's Island with hie
week
the
11 A.M. SumUy School at 12 M.
acroes
in
down
Maine,
from
away
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Durgin left last
with
but they do claim that it family.
Mayor F. E. Boothby of Portland
Saturday for a short stay at Damariscotta. big waters;
Miss Martha Hereey has closed a very
in
Hill
Taris
visit
to
leads.
is
is
a party of friends
Miss Floy Woodbury of Portland
was successful
colt
year of school in Somers,
a
shower
the
In
Thursday,
the near future.
stopping at Mr. Wm. Gordon's.
and is spending a few weeks of
Conn.,
Buckfleld.
was a
East
at
killed
Boston
of
was
W.
Chester
reported
Purington
Col. £. C. Farrington of Augusta
leav"Oh, my sweet her vacation in Bethel.
Gardens are Hat.
at Mrs. E. G. Fife's last week.
guest at Old Brick for a few days,
The heavy showers of Thursday made
the
exclaims
wife, who the
week.
of
last
of
Robinson
first
the
Warren
peas!"
Mrs. Florence
ing
best she the attendance at the M. E. lawn party
Miss Katherine Leonard of Mt. Kisco, Arlington, Mass., is at her father's, and previous day was claiming the
Look at my much lighter than it would have otherhad. "Sweet peas!
N. T., is a guest at Old Brick.
Mr. Robinson will soon join her for his ever
corn." Planted and nurtured, tasseled wise been.
Cards have been received by Maine vacation here.
and silked, now flat as a pancake. It
T' Durell, who has been employed
friends announcing the marriage of Mrs.
Supt. E. P. Wentworth and wife of
in the Bethel chair factory for several
Ella M. S. Marble, formerly of this the Reform School were at Z. O. Went- might have been worse.
connection with
All
K. C. Thomes went to Old Orchard, years, has severed his
place, and Rev. Oluf Tanberg at on worth's last week.
and is in Brunswick finishing
this
had
firm,
wife
his
where
D.
preceded
C.,
back
Tuesday,
Souls' church, Washington,
Miss Webb of Portland has come
a course in wood carving.
At home July to Α. Π. Evans' as her health is so much him.
Wednesday, June 19th.
The C. E. held a lawn party upon the
J. F. Packard and daughter, Mrs.
111.
1st at Earlville,
better in Fryeburg.
Scammon, went U> Strong, Monday, re- academy lawn Friday evening.
a
Gertrude Brinckle has gone to

"Fryeburg-on-the-Saco'

County

he is

Miss

Directory

County Commissioners.

County

County

r

I

wore a hat which threatened
the boy
to come down over his ears,
from
whose trousers were made over
aant or
his father's by his mother or
the boy whose hair bad a

cowlick In It before and was sheared
off the same length behind, the boy
the
who walked with both hands in
pockets of bis trousers and who expectorated between his teeth when his
teeth were clamped together, the boy
who wore boots run down at the heels,

appendicitis.

J

[

■

by

The parceland this is as it should be.
ing out of the state offices two, four, six
and even eight years ahead has been carried far enough. While the officials thus
selected have been worthy and have
tilled their respective positions acceptably, the people have become restive
under what, in appearance, if not in fact,
may be termed ring rule, and there is danger of a revolt if this sort of thing continues. There is no reason now why the
people should not name Governor Hill's
successor.
They have ample time to
think it over and to decide who of the
several candidates already in the tield
will best servo the state.

haying.
Tuesday, the 16th, was
hottest days of the season

laid everything Hat in the fields. Lots a heavy wind, which broke the corn
down quite badly.
Jack Eagle had the misfortune to hurt of glass was broken.
here—102 at
hie foot badly in a mill at North Newry,
Mrs.
Bert Sawyer and daughter
noon in the shade and 90 just before
NOKWAY LAKE.
recently. He ie not able to work at Blanche are visiting on Red Hill.
sunset.
Lura Hopkins is working for Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Lowenthal and
An automobile passed here last Sun- present.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ε.
B.
are
Delano.
Knapp
visiting Edgar
daughter Delphine of Boston are boardday and created by its novelty quite a
Irving Thompson has bought the ing at F. E. Pottle's.
commotion among the little people in friends in Bethel.
Powers
made
a
short
on
visitât
the
his
grass
Walker
farm.
Ellery
He
Mrs. Ellen Pottle of Lynn it visiting
Sabbath School. One little fellow asked
began
her son, F. E. Pottle.
naying last week.
It father's last week.
hie papa if he couldn't buy one.
were
interested
in
Five
the
were
People
good
followed
greatly
Mrs.
Hannah Bailey of Mechanic Falls
Dixville
hay
days
Notch,
belongs to the Cedars at
automobile which passed through the Wednesday by a rainy afternoon.
visited at Mrs. J. S. Kneeland's this
I understand.
Tuesday was a hot day. The mercury week.
Harland Bartlett, who went to Cnm- town last Sabbath, en route for the hotel
It was a beauty, stood at 104 in the shade at 4 p. u.
Mrs. Geo. Jordan of Denmark is visitland to work haying, I hear is aick there I at Dixville Notch.
It is reported that there are bat few ing her sister, Mrs. John Wood.
costing $1600, and is designed for use at
with measles.
Mrs. Dorcas Barrow· of Norway waa
Miss Carrie Brook· has returned to the hotel. Several others are to follow j berries on the Hemingway and Bean
I Mountains;
later on.
I at W. 8. Partridge's last week.
her work at Mr. Small'· la Ne wry.
one

of the

ribly frightened.

nesday plentifully smeared with blood,

and told a story of being murderously
assaulted by his wife, who first attempted to force carbolic acid down his throat
while he was asleep, and later tried to
cut his throat with a razor. Mrs. Day
emphatically denies that portion of her
husband's story in which she is accused
of attempting to kill him. She says the
man inflicted the wounds himself and
that the alleged attempt at poisoning
was either a drunken fancy or a deliberate falsehood.

And

now

they say that the Maine room
England Building at Buffalo,

since tne committee 01

which .nr. iwckct

chairman got into the game, is the
handsomest and most attractive of the
six. Newly papered and carpeted, with
rich furnituie, with portraits of Governor
Hill, Mr. Biaine, Hannibal Hamlin and
Governor King on the walls, a huge
moose head over the mantel, a big register for visitors, etc., etc., so that visitor?
from Maine can hold their heads high at
the exposition. It is well. And it only
remains for Maine to raise the small
balance of that $3000 needed to pay for
its part of the building itself.
ϊη

That was rather a stalwart prayei
that the little Gardiner boy put up, and
was expressive if not wholly reverent,
Living as near neighbors is a family thai
is in a deplorable condition, the mothei
dead and the four or live children com
ing along almost any way. One of the
younger male members of this family
has a decided fancy for climbing tlx
trees on the premises and has received η
few quite serious falls; so when tin
4-year-old tot in the next house was say'
ing his prayer the other night his mothei
to hear the following
was horrified
clause injected into it:
"Oh, God, take
care of the Blank family.
„Tommj
climbs the trees, and oh God, see that lu
neck."
his
cussed
doesn't fall aud break
It is needless to say that that prayei
came to a very abrupt ending.
Maine Woods: Trying to see how
many fish one can bring home is an old
fashioned way of fishing and should be
Fishermen come home
discouraged.
and point with pride to 100 or 200 troul
they have taken from the neighboring
brooks and then have to hunt forfriende
enough to give them to. The next pooi
fellow who fishes the stream comes home
with a bare half dozen and wonders why
There is such a
the fishing is so poor.

thing as getting enough and knowing it,
and there is such a thing as not knowing
when one has a sufficiency.
Reports ol
large catches come in frequently telling
of enormous catches made in a short

Of course this shows that at that
time.
time there were many fish there; it
also shows that it is of no use for anyone else to go there right away. In some
places good catches are made and the
most of the fish are put back into the

water. This gives a supply of fish, keeps
the stream stocked and gives plenty of
sport. Thrre is no sense in killing more
fish than one needs for immediate use.

The wholesale slaughter can but kill the
goose that lays the golden egg. Everyone interested in preserving our fishing,
whether In brooks or lakes ehould lend
a hand to discourage the practice.
if

allTwomen
they

ARE BEAUTIFUL
have a clear, delicate and rosy

skin and bright sparkling eyes. All
women can have those requisites to true

beauty. Pure blood, strong nerves and
perfect organic health are all that is
Cleveland's Celery Comnecessary.
pound Tea makes pure blood, cures all
nerve and functional diseases, and gives
the skin that clear, perfect bloom of
youth. We will give you a free trial
package. Large packages, 25 cents. E.
\ Parlin. South Paris.

Kimball, Norway.

Williamson «ft

PENSION MATTERS
Reiesue of pension, $12 per mont*,
has been granted to Frank Bean, Brown·

field.

CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, M they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh U a blood
or e»n tltutional disease, and In order to cure It

< atarrh
too must take Internal comedies. Hall's
Cure Is taken Internally and acta directly on the
blood and mooons surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
It waa prescribed by
la not a quack medicine.
one of the beat physicians In thla country for
It la comyears, and U a regular prescription.
posed of the beat tonics known, combinedonwith
the
the beat blood porlflera, acting directly
The perfect combination of
raucoas surfaces.
wonsuch
la
what
the two ingredients
produces
ful results In curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials tree.
P. J. Chxvkt * Co, prop·., Toledo, O.
4B*8old by DrofgiatB, 75o.

Hall's

raaUlyttlkan fee be*.

Under the deciaiona of the U. S. Courts no other Choco·
late is entitled to be labeled or sold as "Baker's Chocolate."

grandmother,

WILSON'S MILLS
Will Hart was taken severely ill with
what Dr. Jones of Colebrook pronounced
They will take him to the

in the New

CEIVE AND

boy who

"MM

n*°

EXAMINE THE PACKAGE TOU REHAKE SURE THAT
π BEARS OUR TRADE-NARK.

klnghood

L^

Deputy

Baker's Chocolate

"What has become of the old fashone who looked like his
the sort
father when his father carried
the divinof pomposity which was like
time when
ity that hedged a king in the
the
was in its break of day.

ioned boy. the

improving.

WALTER BAKER & CO.

BLUE 8TORE8.

was shaped by the gymnastics of his tongue, the boy who believed his father was the greatest man
in the world and that be could have
been president if be had wanted to be,

chlrography

CHANCE NOW TO

Buy

the boy who was his mother's man
when the man was away from home?"
—New Tork Sun.

of the Mafla.
the
Among the Mafia "onesta" is
be
great virtue. This virtue Is said to
by those who never under
'· 'floe

the authorities
any circumstances help
of
by giving Information, not even
viccrimes of which they may be the
forfeit
tims. To give Information is to
or
nil lionor, to become a "casclttuni,"

buy"suits

worth

can

For

44

"

"

44

44

44

8.co
6 00

4.00
Youth's and

"

Boy's equally

"

as

stock.

$15, $14, $13.50, $12.
$12, $10.
$8.50, $8, $7.50.
$6, and $5.
price.

low in

$4x0, worth $5, $6, $7.
Bicycle Suits
44
44
44
$3 00, worth $4, $4.50.
44
44
$2.00 and $3.00, worth $3 to $4.50.
Boy's
Our Furnishings will please you :—Elegant line of Soft Bosom
Shirts at 50 cts and $1.00. Fancy and plain Hosiery, Summer Underwear, Union Underwear, Neckwear, etc.
Men's

spy.
This feeling which underlies the Maborn In
fia, which is not old, but was
nineSicily at the beginning of the
teenth century, is due io the Inborn
hatred which the Sicilian has for govauernment Any interference of the
thorities In his private affairs he reIn
gards with Jealousy and distrust.
auhis sight a man who calls on the
bethorities for anything is vile. Ile
lieves In settling private differences
telj·, either by fair fight or mur-

Men and

Boys

F. H.

right

clothed

Our

confidence. A Sicilian proverb
"If I live, I will kill you; if I die,

forgive you."

Geographical Distribution of Hair.
The geographical distribution of the
rehair over the habitable world is, as
definathe
color,
very
precisely
gards

Just
At the

The xanthocomlc or light haired
latitude
races are to be found north of
48 degrees, which cuts off England,
GerBelgium, the whole of northern
of Russia.
many and a great portion
45
Between this parallel and latitude
Including northern Prance,

ble.

see us.

Noyes Company,
NORWAY.

F. A. SHURTLEFF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

the
No matter what α member of
Mafia may suffer, he will never Inform.
will
If lie recovers from an Injury, be
and If be
avenge himself If he can,
would
cannot he blames no one and
Into
scorn to even take the authorities

Call and

at our stores.

SOUTH PARIS.

priva
der.

I

To clean

out summer

For $io.co you

For

Cheap

Suit of Clothes

a

For

possessed

his

PARI·, ΙβΟΟ.

GOLD MEDAL,

the boy who never wore knickerbockroundabout coat, the boy whose

Limited,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780.
TRADE-MARK.

ers or a

runs,

Λ

When You Order

a

speakers said:

Maine General Hospital.
Rev. F. E. Rand held services at the
school house in the afternoon, July 7th.
May Fox is helping S. S. Bennett
through the haying season.
Peter Littlehale and £. H. Brooks are
Dr. J. A. Morton still remains very helping E. S. Bennett through haying.
Fred Taylor has a new covered carfeeble.
Mr. Walter Chandler and family have riage.
A. R. Pennock has gone to Bethel
returned to Norway.
with Mrs. Floyd Searles, who has taken
EAST HEBRON.
her little daughter Viola out for mediMany loads of hay were stored away cal advice.
last Friday and Saturday that were
Married, July 3d, Dwight R. ThursSome was ton of Errol, Ν. H., and Lena P. Olson
mowed the previous week.
of Wilson's Mills.
injured by lying out so long.
Mrs. Statira Jenkins Gilmore from
LOCKE'S MILLS.
Florida is visiting relatives in the place,
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Cole of Albany and
accompanied by her niece, Ida Dawley
Mrs. Gilmore lias little grandson, Archie Bass, spent Sunfrom Old Orchard.
not been here for nine years before. Our day at W. II. Farnham's.
cannot
keep warm
she
warmest days
Sheriff Pearson of Cumberland County
and family arc expected at S. S. Felt's,
without her shawl on.
I)r. X. M. Marshall of Portland is vis- where there are now fifteen summer
iting his parents, I. W. Marshall and boarders.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Trask have been
family.
Sidney Allen and his granddaughter, recently visited by her niece and husBeatrice Allen from Auburn, passed last band, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bass of
and Gorham, Ν. H.
Sabbath with his sisters, Emily
J
Jane.
Mrs. Florence Chapman of Hanover,
Hiram Rawson, with his wife and with her children was at her father's,
daughter from Paris Hill visited her A. J. Ayer's, a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glines of Milton
uncle, H A. Record and family, last Sabbath, and made her old friends a pleas- were at W. H. Farnham's last week after
ant call.
medicine for his eyes which Mr. FarnA little son of 10 pounds came to F. hain is treating witli good success.
O. Ilodsdon's the 13tli, to remain.
Mrs. Ernest A. Sturgis of Boston
and workmen are cutting visited her aunt, Mrs. W. II. Farnham,
Mrs. T. L. Rogers' grass, by job.
from Saturday till Monday of this week.
Will Cross is at home from CumberAubrey Dyer is cutting W. S. BuckHe works land County where he has been for sevnam s grass on his big farm.
eral weeks haying.
by the day and has a long job.
We find it somewhat tiresome work to
ABOUT THE STATE.
keep life in our cucumber vines, having
planted and replanted several times.
But few survive after the insects cet
The body of Freddie Patent, who distrack of them.
appeared from Lisbon Wednesday, was
Garden corn has spindled.
found the next day in a pond not far
The heavy shower on Thursday laid from the village.
corn and potatoes over, and gave the
Mrs. Fred Violette was drowned at
Otherwise we have
hay a smart bath.
Old Town, Sunday, the 14th, while fishheard of no damage done.
were in a
Marshall has bought ing with her husband. They
Dr. Ν". M.
Mr. Violette succanoe which upset.
shingles to repair the roofs of his ceeded in reaching
shore, but his wife
father s buildings, while on his vacation.
drowned before assistance arrived.
Many loads were housed the past hot
days. The showers and rain have hinBelgrade is so prosperous now with
grasB on llry ,an(1 is fishermen and other summer visitors
u?
bleached.
that it has made no effort this season,
badly
Packard is caring for Mrs. to revive that old advertising dodge
ρ O. Ilodsdon.
F.
about a visit being expected from ExThree men were along saying they President Cleveland and Joe Jefferson.
Two
were looking for a job in haying.
It is reported at Augusta that AdjuThe third joined them
went together.
will resign his
while they rested in the field with the tant-General Richards
office to accept an appointment as superworkmen.
in a new
John Freeman is a remarkably fortu- intendent of construction
ne soldiers' home in Tennessee. Two cannate young man with a fish line,
his position have so far apoftenι starts off, and when he returns ts didates for
peared, Col. E. C. Milliken of Portland
heavily laden with trout and eels. He is and
Capt. W. A. Paul of Lewiston.
very sure not to return without a fine
string of fish. He catches more fish than
The 15 months' old daughter of Mr.
all the other East Hebron fishermen and Mrs. Albion Day of Limestone-met
combined.
with a peculiar death a few days since.
The child fell head foremost into a pail
EAST BETHEL
The
half full of hard wood ashes.
Miss Blanch Swan lias returned from ashes were
cold, but in crying the child
Hanover.
filled her lungs so full of the ashes that
Master Irwin Bean from Dorchester, she could not breathe when found, and
Fred
ie
liis
vacation
at
Mass.,
spending
died after two days of terrible suffering.
C. Bean's.
Alonzo Day, a Rockland laborer, apMr. and Mrs. nenry Cobb from Portland visited atC. M. Kimball's last week. peared at the city marshal's office Wed-

Supreme

Court

At

tage, Long Island, Portland harbor.
Miss Dot Smith and Mies Nellie Smith
ire doing table work at the Sebago Lake
Bouse, Sebago Lake.
Mr. Bruce is reported as very sick at
the Bartlett House.
The ladies' circle was entertained by
Miss Mollie Davis and Mrs. Trumbull at
the Davis farm Wednesday evening. Icecream and cake were served.
An automobile passed through this
place Monday. The first to be run in
this place.
The many friends of Mr. Geo. W.
Gray will be glad to learn that the operation on his eyes was a success, and that

very pleasant
Mrs. Hale Jacobs gave
to visit a son and
Bailey's Island to visit Miss Julia Car- reception to her friends on Wednesday turning Wednesday,
as is her brother, J. E. Packard.
New
Church
Ilall,
ter.
at
evening
Friday afternoon the W. C. T. U.
Mr. Case is with his family here.
yearly custom.
at the M.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson entertained as
A. R. Jenness has gone to Waterville, entertained'the Loyal Legion
Mrs. J. N.
E. vestry. Ice cream, etc., was served.
guests for «a few days last week,
S., to visit his step-daughter, Mrs.
Some report that with age and the
H. Fletcher of Portiaml and her daugh- Susanna Turner. His niece, Miss Helen
is growter, Mrs. Arthur Morrill of New Haven, Jenness, of Boston, is boarding at Mr. heavy showers, standing grass
Mrs. Jackson gave a party in Brackt-tt's.
ing beautifully less.
Conn.
Court
Oxford
their honor Thursday evening.
Mrs. Abby Powers Tenney of Boston
GREENWOOD.
A good number attended the entertain- is with her mother and sister, Mrs. CasOfficers for
and
Whoever saw five better hay days
A
ment at the hall Friday evening.
Pike.
sius
than those were commencing Friday
1901-2.
musical programme was given by five
Mrs. Hunt and daughter, Miss Cora,
with vocal
morning, and ending Tuesday night?
Orchestra,
Stearns'
of
at
Mr.
are
of Milwaukee,
Hastings'.
pieces
But wasn't it hot, though? Every day
numbers by Mrs. Kimball of Norway and
Two new open cars have been proup among the nineties, and sometimes
Messrs. Stearns, Howe, cured for the street railroad.
Judicial Court.
a quartette by
more than 100 in the shade.
Dancing followed
Slack and Kimball.
The street electric lights have appearTanas far 190L
Monday morning one man struck
till 11 o'clock. The night was cool, and ed, and much dissatisfaction is expressSexxid Tuesday of February.
round un acre with a one-horse mower,
all seemed to enjoy the affair.
ed that they are so unlike the "little
Se«*»nd Tuesday of October.
and in just one hour and fifteen minutes
<ieorge II. Cummings and wife of Me- candle" of Shakespeare.
Terms far 1902.
In tho afternoon
the last clip was cut.
chanic Falls have been visiting relatives
lie hitched into the horse-rake, and in
Second Tuesday of March.
BRYANT POND.
here for a few days.
Second Tuesday of < October.
John Levis of New York is s^guest at just forty minutes the hay was all in
Last week's arrival at The Beeches
b
Mr. Levis windrows, the amount of hay beinu
the Glen Mountain House.
were Mrs. S. Shaw, Miss II. C. Shaw and
Probate Court.
Thomas Shaw Osborne, Portland; Miss has stopped with us for two seasons about 2500.
as
not
This is
mentioned
anything
M. L. Greene, Mrs. J. C. Harger, Mrs. and we are pleased to have him with us
At Soeth Paria.2
very smart, but rather to snow how
Craig, Miss C. E. Richardson, New again.
Third Tuesday of each month except August.
work
can be
such
and
easier
more
much
The guests at the Glen Mountain
Haven, Conn.
But
done by machinery than by hand.
At Frystarg.
On Friday afternoon, Miss Alice Ham- House report everything in iirst-class
have been made in
mond and Miss Mae Perkins gave a order, and landlord and landlady Allen what improvements
Pli et Tuesdays of June and December.
horse rakes during the last fifty years,
picnic party to their Sunday School as kind and accommodating and doing and in fact almost
At 3u«ford Falls.
everything olse. Just
Twenty-one little ones reported everything for the comfort and pleasure
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday class.
is to say,
of their boarders that is possible. The that number of years ago, that
of Mav. third Tue-nlay of A ugust, second Tues- a tine time.
we worked for C'apt. James
day of November.
Mrs. Cyrus L. Doe and children of house has never been in l>etter condi- in 18ol,
tion, having been thoroughly renovated Staples of Canton, who owned a sprin·'Cambridge, Mass., are at B. S. Doe's.
but wholly unlike
of
The Baptist Circle will meet for work and greatly improved from its former tooth horse-rake,
It had no
with Mrs. J. C. Cummings Wednesday condition. Mrs. John Tobin is cook and thorn of the present day.
At South Parla.
of
\\
but
a
handles which one
heels,
of
pair
had
the
who
has
one
afternoon.
pleasure
every
Kexul.tr sessions:—Second Tuesday of May.
as he followed along beLast Tuesday of
The Hill boys played South Paris at testing her pastry, knows she cannot be man held on to,
Mrst Tuesday of September.
hind, and so lifted it up over the hay as
Ikeneuber.
the fair grounds Saturday afternoon, and surpassed in that line.
Arthur Ricker has had a very nice often as it was filled, while another man
«ame home feeling quite elated at winCommissioners.
hath room finished off in his* house or boy led the horse. The teeth stood
ning a victory by a score of 11 to 5.
Bethel.
Mrs. C. A. yuinby of Boston, and which is supplied with water by a wind- nearly perpendicular with the ground,
John M. Pbllbrook, Chairman,
Fast Stoueh.-tni.
Jouathau Bartlett,
Mrs. W. B. Nickels of Kansas mill beiug erected over his well which so that instead of sliding, as at present,
daughter,
Mexico
KaudalI L.Taylor,
they went hitching along, thus sifting
City, M·»., are spending a week at O. A. forces the water into a large tank at the out
and leaving much of the finest and
back of the house and supplies the bath
Thayer's.
Officers.
Fred Pierce and wife of Duluth, Minn., room and kitchen with running water. best part of the hay on the field.
Mrs.
Charles Farr of Howe Hill, and
Charte» Κ. Whitman, South Parts, el'k of Courts. were visiting his uncle, John Pierce, a He also has an invention attached to the
Couniy Attorney.
Kllery C. Park. Bethel,
which heats the water Mrs. Frank Moore of Portland made a
the
week.
of
back
few
huit
range
of
Deeds.
days
J. Haatlng* Beau,South Parts, Register
visit at the Bennett place
so as to supply the bath room with hot very pleasant
K.i kley Ballard, Fryeburg,
I hose two ladies are the
last week.
LOVELL
water as well as cold.
Registerof Deeds, (Western District.)
Addison K. Herrlck, Bethel, Judge of Probate.
There was a large attendance at the daughters of the late A. B. Swan, who
Everything quiet about town. Not
A ll<ert 1>. Park. South Parts, Register of Probate,
Mr. Brown was a near neighbor when living at tho
much ol' news.
Baptist church Sunday.
tie-urge M. Atwood, South Parts. County Treas
Madison Swan,
1 ond thirty years ago.
Jauica K. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer
Haying is going on well, but showers seems to be well liked as a preacher and
Mrs. Brown charms all with her beauti- who lost a part of both legs and one arm
are rather too frequent.
Sheriffs.
the by falling under the cars, and hi*
Lemuel Dunham,
Mrs. Elmer Bassett and two sons from ful singing.
Paris. Milton, Mass., are stopping at W. C. Greenwood correspondent, was among brother irauk, who was subsequently
Uem y E. Hammond, Crier,
killed in a similar manner, belonged to
Norway. Basse tt's.
Janice L> Parker,
the congregation.
Tkaddeus Cross,
Norway.
the National the same family.
of
L.
Abbott
sons from Portland
Mr.
S.
and
Mrs.
Kilgore
Norway
Albert P. BasM.lt,
Willard W Little, who loft town a few
Bethel
are visiting at Albion Heald's.
Publishing Co. of Boston, Mass., arrived
Cyrua M Wonnell,
Fryeburg
in town this week in the interest of the yea»* ago ο live with ono of his daughUeorg· ii. Shirley,
H. S. Kimball has a bike wagon.
Fast Hiram
Edgar L. Flint,
Lumber is arriving from North Water- new survey. He has been in consulta- ters in Massachusetts, was down on a
Porter
Jamea W. Chapman,
He has been in feeblt
Lovell ford for C. H. Davis' house.
tion with many of the town officiais and visit last week.
Walter C- Baasett,
Dix Held.
Don A. Gates
The summer bouses and cottages art prominent citizens in regard to a plan health much of the time since movinii
Canton
Konello A. Barrows,
which will be of great benetit to tbi awav, but is as contented as he would bi
well tilled.
Buckheld
A. F. Warren,
Kumford Falls
Harris L. Elliott,
community if carried through success- anywhere away from his old home.
I he wheel of fortune took an unfavor·
Brldgton
Johu P. Davis,
HiRAM.
fully.
Bethel
Milton Peu ley.
Archie D. Felt and a friend from Rum- able turn for John Titus last week. His
Mr. Allen M. Pierce of Boston made s
Kumford Falls
Fred A. Porter,
Waterford brief visit at the home of his father, Mr ford Falls, visited Archie's people Satur- sow had six pigs, two of which she kill
Addison E. Holt,
od at once, while tho other four wort
Bryant's Pond Daniel W. Pierce, on Sunday.
Wellington Bird,
day night and Sunday.
Fred Peverley of Boston, Mass., is s taken away, as she refused to be a
Rev. J. G. W. Herold has resigned the
mother to them; but not understanding
COMING EVENTS.
pastorate of Hiram Congregational guest at Dexter Peverley's.
Mrs. Emily Felt is still in poor health, the art of being brought up by hand ai
church, and will preach his farewel
well as the human species, they all died
Julv lrt-29.—Fryeburg School of Methods, Frye
sermon Sunday, the 21st, and will rebeing unable to leave home.
bii rg-on the-Saco.
®ennett returned tc
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Bird and Mrs
move to Connecticut.
of
School
31
Theology
fi
Aug. li.—Fryeburg
July
On Tuesday the heat reached 93 ant: Taylor are boarding at Arthur Ricker's the Portland hospital last Tuesday foi
and the Church, rryeburgon the Saco.
Miss Genevieve Whitman and frieud, further treatment, and it is the desire ol
Aug. «.—Oxford Pomona Grange, West Mlnot.
Wednesday from 94 to 100.
Aug. 10-17.—Old Home week.
Mrs. D. Torrey and Miss Julia Torre] Miss Franklin, return to Massachusetts every one to have her come back mucli
Mrs. Eliza Howe from Massachusetts
Aug 12-24.— Maine Chautauqua Union, Frye
improved in health.
of Eaton, Ohio, arrived at Eli C. Wads Saturday.
burg-on-theSaro.
laet
Deacon R. L. Cole has been somowhai was the guest of Mrs. F. B. Howe
Aug. Λ-31.—Sunday School Institute anil Blbli 1 worth's Tuesday,
making thirty-five
NORTH 8UCKFIELD
on the gaining hand of late, so that Ik week.
School, Fryeburg-on-the-Saco.
in
all.
boarders
Miss Helen
Bartlett has returned
Aug. 26-Sept. 2.—Camp nieetl· g. Empire Grove
Mrs. Cora Swallow and her children ο got over to the Pond to meeting las'
A gentleman from Maiden. Mass., wil
Sept. 17,18,19.—Oxford County fair, betweei
It was also pleasant to se< home from Massachusetts.
South Paris and Norway.
at ! ! Windsor, P. Q., who have been visiting Sunday.
church
in
the
Universalist
preach
Mr. Fred Cole has moved his family
Bowker there, after beini
relatives in this place, returned hom< Mrs J L
Sept. is, 19—Oxford North fair, Andovcr.
p. m. several Sabbaths.
ί
Berlin, N. H.t to this place.
Sept H. 25, 28.—West Ox fort fair, Fryeburg
prostrated for a while from the effects ο from
Mr. Pickings of Lu bee is boarding a : the 18th.
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. MayConnell visited
Miss Clara Long and a friend fron vaccination.
He is said to b<
the Mt. Cutler House.
NEW ADVKKTISKMRN1N.
friends at Rumford Falls last week.
Sherbrooke, P. ψ., were in our place tin
a veteran of the Crimean war.
MEXICO.
storm and very furioui ( 18th.
SOUTH HIRAM~
A
thunder
we nave ι».
A telegram from Riverside, Cal., re
During the tempest of the 18th, S. D
The farmers in this vicinity are reUoo<l Morning.
gale passed over Hiram Thursday.
I Swallow lost two cows and B. F. Ileal* \ ceived the 15th inst., brought the sac I
Blue Store*.
a fine crop of hay—some saj
intelligence to ueorge il. tileason am [. porting
f. Λ. Shurtleir A Co.
WEST BUCKFIELD.
one, killed by lightning.
twice as much as last year.
N. l>ayt*>n Bolster A Co.
Mrs. Nelson Sturtevaut of Turner ba ; wife of the sudden death of their onl·
100 degrees in the shade.
Tuesday
IWl
UUU Util
itliiruicl
nuriou
MTU.
I'rolMkte Notice*.
Jennie Bonney is at Bucktield visitinj [ been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mer t son and child, Harry H. Gleaeon, wh<
:< Notice* of A ppotntinent.
have returned from BufTalo,
daughters
I
to
California
last
an<
went
winter,
early
a
while.
for
Warren
her sister, Mrs. Dan Emery.
.MM-July Sale..
Ν. Y., where she has been visiting hei
Carl Ileald is cutting Gideon Fletcher' } whose wife and two children followed ii ,
A. L). Bradbury of Boston is visitinj
She
MAINE NEWS NOTES.
Troubled here witl , sons, who are in the law business.
the early spring.
his mother and brother.
grass.
he sought that climate, and ii , visited the exposition.
asthma,
ι
01
finished
has
Record
The farmers are all busy haying.
haying
Benj.
Eddie Philips of Boston is working
his letters home had written that he ha(
Will Bearcely of Farmington Fall *
Shirley Bonney and Harry Buck ar ) his home place.
summer.
been much improved in health. lie hat I for Charlie Trueworthy this
hanged himself Thursday morning. II cutting Will Fogg's grass for him.
Mrs. Jacob Ridlon is visiting in Port
BROWNFIELO.
was about "»0 years of aye. Mr. Bearcel;
bought an orange grove, and was mucl land this week.
Eddie Bonney of West Sumner was a t
A heavy thunder storm passed throug]
pleased with his new home and brigh t
attempted suicide last fall by takinj Shirley Bonney's Sunday.
Charles Wescott's family, who hav<
His death is a very seven ;
this town Thursday afternoon, accom
Paris green.
prospects.
Charles Smith has returned to Stow
It
blev
r
a
wind.
with
blow
to his parents.
His remains havi been working at Conway, came home or
heavy
panied
and
Mrs.
David
granddaughter
;
Bonney
Π0
a
John Stewart,
Scotchman
year
tre< s been ordered sent here for interment Friday of last week.
Eva Muirhead. of Norway, were at Shir ! down a portion of a large maple
old and unmarried, was drowned whil·
Charlie Trueworthy has swapped his
standing in front of the store owned b; r No particulars regarding his sicknes j
one day last week.
r
Bonney's
ley
nea
Hiver
in
New
Meadows
horse for a larger one.
bathing
Mr. Ε. H. Bean.
and death have been received.
Bath, Sunday, the 14th. He bad W·
Eugene Stanley has sold his mill and
ΘΕΤΜΕΙ
Miss Lewis of Bridgton is canvassing
in this country about three years.
mill privilege to Mr. Garner.
OXFORD.
"I wandered far Into the wood®.
the town for a book.
Ami 'mon»; the trees did roam ;
Mrs. Major Edgecomb has had a num
The Woman's Relief Corps had ι t
Regular preaching at the Universalis t
While the Gentry animal show was ii )
1 left the («ores and other goods
special meeting Monday evening, with ι ι ber of her bad spells lately.
church.
W ithtn mv city honte.
naiue<
one
of
the
I.ewiston,
employes
Frank ie Mason has been at home for a
Kuch (tertton on'thune buev streets
Miss Lena Perkins came home fron social and refreshments.
Charles G. Pickering, 19 years of agt
Had spoken of the weather;
Mrs. Gertrude Everett's mother ii short visit.
North Conway for a short call.
was struck on the head by a falling ten t
I left behind such weary lieau
There are quite a number of peoph t very sick and she has gone home to taki
To η sin o'er (trass and heather.
WEST SUMNF.R
pole. His skull was crushed, and b )
care of her.
I 'Ireame·! 1 went where Satan's foun<l,
from cities, boarding in town.
lived but a few hours.
Mrs. J. F. Moody is visiting hei
Old Spllthoof there «lid view;
Frank Hawkes of Boston was at hi;
from Farmington, Ν
Mrs.
E.
C.
Davis
This nuestlon llrst he did propound :
brother, R. N. Stetson.
home here last week.
Edward Kearney, boss millwright a
IL, is visiting at J. L. Frink's.
'Is (kit hot enough for you?'"
The shower of Thursday was verj
D
is in town.
low.
Eliza
remains
Puringtou
Miss
the Great Northern Paper Company' *
very
Durgin
Scorching days and melting nights.
Mrs. Brett and daughter Grace ο f severe, and the roads are washed badly
William
after
a long am I
Mr.
Chandler,
mill at Millinocket, was instantly kille* '
ii
,
was
Portland
Claude N. Mills of
Nahum Moore and wife of Rumforc
P
painful sickness, died July 17. He wa s Providence, Rhode Island, are visitinj Falls were visiting relatives last week.
by explosion of a steam pipe in the base town Sunday.
her sister, Mrs. Orin Martin.
civil war.
Hi: 5
ment of the mill Wednesday night.
Six teams are hauling piling to thi , a veteran of the
Rev. Lucien Robinson is spending :
Mrs. Walter Dawes and Grace Osgoot
honte was in Bingham and he leaves 1
of his vacation here.
place from Albany.
part
of
Auburn
are visiting here.
wife and three children.
Miss Edith A. Briggs returned hom :
HEBRON.
Mrs. Geo. O. Chase of North Paris ii
The Sons of Temperance had a picnii
from South Paris Monday.
E.
Mrs. A. M. Richardson and little soi
Saturday at Mr. Hazen's cottage on tin nursing Mrs.J. C.Beal Dunham.
Sawyer's store at Greene was entere* I
returned to Ilaver
George W. Merrow was at home fron 1 are spending two weeks in Portland.
Maynard
shore of Thompson Pond.
by burglars Sunday night, the 14th North Yarmouth Sunday.
Ilarlan Harden is at home for a twi
A number of those working in the ha; hill last Saturday. Hie wife and children
Three men were in the gang. A nigh [
E. G. Wheeler's health seems to lx * weeks' vacation.
fields were prostrated by tho sever* will stay for the present.
watchman discovered them and opene< I
out of doors ii >
and he
Kev. S. D. Richardson showed u heat
George D. Grose is at his farm througl
fire. Sever.il shots were
exchanged ! improvingwea her. goes
Tuesday.
the haying season. He has a position ii
pleasant
string beans, some of the pods measur
but nobody was hit. The burglars go
Mrs. Nellie Gribben and son, of Port ing seven and one-half inches. His swee
Massachusetts, where he has been em
away, but had no chance to take any
i.YNCHVlLLE.
land, are visiting her parents, Mr. an< ' corn is in silk.
Mr. Richardson has ;
ployed for the past two years.
thing with them.
Mrs.
Hannah
Barker
of
ii
»
Mrs. J. S. Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Tuell are with ui ι
Bridgton
fine lot of hollyhocks, some Auetraliar
Henry Cross and Arthur Buxton an and some double. The Australian an visiting her granddaughter, Mrs. Η. Β this summer. He has done quite a busi
On a warrant sworn out by Mayor Ten
McKeen.
Mrs.
Barker
is
Wheeler
th(
old
for
E.
G.
77
years
nees dealing in horses.
through
ruffled and fringed and of many shades
ney of Hallowell, a corps of deputy shei working
Rev. Geo. G. Hamilton of Everett
The citizens held a sociable last week and can see to read fine print withou «
iffs searched all places in that city on > haying season.
Mrs. A. P. Bean and children, ο f Friday evening, and this week will liav< \ glasses.
Mass., will preach in the Universalis! ;
day recently where liquor is known t< ,
Mr. and Mrs. Le Forest McAllister wen ; church at West Sumner
have been sold, but nothing was seized South Acton, Mass., are visiting he r a lyceum.
July 28 am [
It is quite too warm for news thesi , to Norway Saturday to see Mrs. McAl Aug. 4 at 10:45 a. m., also Rev. Miss F
This is the second time since the deatl sister, Mrs. Vienna Holt.
r
lister's
Hor sister Vernie is ii A. Kimball of Williamstown, Y t.,
sisters.
Miss Emma A. Briggs went to Alban; days.
of young Frederick Farnham, a fev
Aug
18th and 25th at same hour.
J. E. Bartlett of Boston is visiting hit ι very poor health.
weeks ago. that the deputy sheriffs havi , Tuesday to spend a few weeks with he r
Mrs.
R.
McKeea
is
so
Etta
im
Mrs.
far
Eugene
Cummings.
visited Hallowell upon request of th< sister,
father, W. A. Bartlett.
proved in health as to ride out.
Previous to that no saloon ha< 1
NORTH P4RIS
mayor.
EAST SUMNER.
IT.
B.
McKeen and Payson McAllistei
been searched for a long time.
BYRON.
G. L. Chase has sold his farm to a Mr
That terrible hot wave of last weel
are haying for Wm. Gammon at Wesl
J. E. Shaw went to East Dixfteld, Sun
Keen, who will move in at once. Mr
Stoneham.
The state assessors have committer I still lingers in memory as almost un
Chase will move into the C. B. Benson
day, and returned Monday. Miss Anm
was
so
McKeen
overcome
b\
the tax on telephone companies for 1901 precedented. We have no recollectioi !
Stephen
house and work for him baying.
of ever seeing the mercury up to DO at ( I Knapp and her sieter, Grace, came homi 1 the heat that he had to
The total amount is $14,201.02, agaius
worl
give up
with him.
A severe tempest passed over lasl
They will remain a few
Last year the «Mi o'clock at night uutil Monday night
$11,020.40 for MML
Monday.
much damage here, and
roosted at that point and wai weeks.
Adams has gone to haying foi Thursday, doing
Perley
panies were taxed on valuation of equip when it
Mr. Shaw and his sister, Rosette, art 1
more to the north of us.
inent, etc.
By an act passed by the las t in no hurry to drop. We were remind making cheese during the hot weather Mclntire of East Waterford.
ed of the warm nature of some of Watts
legislature, the tax is determined οι !
Hot, well I should say so. 100® jt
from the sounds of the
Rev. Mr. Pottle of South Paris preachSOUTH RUMFORD.
gross receipts of business done in th< , hymns. Judging
shade. We have had a refreshing
the
of
receivers
lots
wer«
people
state at the rate of 1 1-4 per cent oi ! telephone
Mrs. Flora Elliott has been very siclt ed at the M. E. chapel at North Parie
shower but it doesn't seem to cool tlu
the
salt
lines.
)
frying
pork
along
Over
than
$ύ,00<
$5,000.
♦1,000 and less
with congestion of the lungs.
July 14.
Mrs. Alice Snell and daughter arc air much.
Messrs. George and Freeland Howe
the rate is increased in proportion. Th<
Mrs. Cora Elliott is gaining slowly,
Grass is extra good here and farm en
New England Telephone and Telegrapl , visiting at her father's, C. B. Heald's.
were
here one day last week, collecting
Mrs. Amos Austin is working for her.
are
well
under
at
way
getting
haying.
Miss Lena Sewall is on the Pan-Ameri
rate is 4 per cent.
Willis Hemingway bought Cynthia brook clams for the pearls.
They got
of
men
are
at
A
crew
work
at
Brim
can trip to Buffalo.
and cut it for his own use, two or three quite good onos, and a numRev. II. C. Munson preached at Easi etone Mountain blasting and cutting Ackley's hay,
A wonderful shooting feat was per
ber
of
small
ones.
Charles Farnum cut Harvey Neal'i
A Sumner the 14th inst.
granite.
formed recently down in Bremen.
Mrs. Cora Nevers is visited by her
G. L. Hall is at work for Fred Knapf hay.
man hearing a disturbance among hii ,
Boisseneau cut the hay on eieter.
George
at haying.
with
s
SUMNER.
armed
rushed
out,
chickens,
Rev. D. B. Dow of the Bangor DisΚ. E. Taylor has a crew of men at John Welch's farm·
Mrs. Suckles is very ill with heart
double barreled gun, to shoot a bet
Howard Miller is working for Wallic trict, wife and child, are visiting his
work on his camp on the Decker reservathief. He found no man, however, but trouble.
Clark and Lyman Lovejoy for C. M. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow.
Notwith
Mabel Bisbee visited at G. F. Dyer'f tion. They have it well under way.
saw a weasel in the yard.
We had one of the heaviest showers,
Geo. F. Thomas lias finished a hall in Elliott.
standing there was a stone wall and a recently.
Stillman Phinney has moved from taking the amount of rainfall, July 18,
Flora Sturtevant visited her aunt, Mrs. his shed chamber and the young people
hen pen in range, when the weasel wat
had a dance in it Saturday evening, the John Welch's house into Tom Falardo's in the afternoon.
in the right position be took good aim C. B. Tuttle, last week.
old house.
Delia Dyer had eighteen teeth ex- 13th inet.
and tired. The effect was so deadly thai
PERU.
not only was the weasel killed, but also tracted one day recently by Dr. Ε. H.
NEWRY.
Mise Maud Gibbs is visiting at Mrs.
RUMFORD.
Andrews.
a large rat which the man had not seen
Edith Thurston, aged 12 years, and
During the severe shower Thursday May Robinson's.
Mrs.
Caleb Thomas and daughter,
The shot all curved around tht
before.
Haying ie progressing quite slowly on
chickens. Had he tired both barrels ht May Smith, visited Mrs. Arno Austin at Marjorie Hammons, aged 8, had a narrow afternoon a horse owned by Mr. Irving
His horses were account of the extremely hot weather
escape from serious injury a few days Thompson was killed.
would probably have brought down a West Peru the 10th.
that
we have had.
It has been so hot
left for a few moments in a in the Rolfe barn.
AH were knocked
hen hawk or two.
Tuesday was the hottest day that we ago. Being
hay rack, to which were attached a pair down and one killed. The houee of Mr. that man or beast could not work. I
have had. 103 degrees in the shade.
of powerful, spirited horses, they some Elias Abbott was struck, but no great think it has been the hottest weather
A CONTEST FOR GOVERNOR.
knew.
Some days it lias
way became frightened and ran, over- damage was done to it
(He Ifsat Journal.)
GRAFTON.
lightning. The that I ever
as high as 102 ° in the shade.
It is very quiet in this vicinity now. turning and badly demolishing the rack, hail was as large as robin's eggs, and ranged
It is evident that after Gov. Hill has
We had quite a heavy shower pass
had his second term there is to be a con- Farmers are making a beginning on their but fortunately not seriously injuring tore the corn and other crops badly.
the little girls who must have been ter- After the hail storm came a wind which over here on the 18th, accompanied with
test for the Gubernatorial nomination;

County

The Old Fuklnci Bey.
little dinner of α few old timer·
of the
In this city the other night one

DENMARK.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Ingalls are spending their vacation at their summer cot-

Beer Extract

Root

Makes 5 Gallons of delicious
Root Beer.

what you need for the hot

Only

summer

10 Cents

Prescription Pharmacy

days.

Bottle.

a

of

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris, Maine.

degrees.
Switzerland and part of Tledmont and
passing through Bohemia and Austria,
of
there Is a sort of debatable land
and bemore or lees dark brown hair,
low this line we come gradually upon
Euthe Molanlc races. The people of

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

GOOD MORNING !

In the color oi
rope therefore present
the
hair an almost perfect gradation,
light flaxen of the colder latitude*
Imperceptibly Into the blue

Do you

deepening

black of the Mediterranean shores.—
Gentleman's Magazine.

use a

Quaker Range?

To Gaaie HI· Wife'· Temper.
"I heard about a peculiar case of hen
pecked husband recently," said α younj
woman the other day.
"What was It?" her friend inquired.
"There Is a man who has some dlffl
culty In gauging his wife's temper. A

times she is considerate of his welfari
and at other time»—well, he ratliei
thinks that married life is a failure.
"He has a peculiar manner of flndlnj
out the state of Ills wife's feeling to
ward him. In the evening when he re
turns home from work he never stepi
Into the house without going through
sort of ceremony. First he throws ht
hat In the house, and then be neat
himself on the steps and waits. If flv<
miniitwi Tinuu
without tin» hut belm
thrown out again, he enters and genci

finds his wife very agreeable
However, If the hat Is thrown on
again the unfortunate man seeks hop
pitallty for the night somewhere els*
rather thun brave the anger of hie help
meet."—Cleveland Leader.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

ally

You Can Find.

Warm Weather and
Vacation Shoes of all Kinds
AT

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

sa"—Harper's

!

We Have It!

1

Whatever your fancy is in Clothing, you'll
he likely to find here. We aim to have the

Relief.

very latest at all times.

your favor too.

popular as

]

Ia Retreat.

ever.

It Dow· Lew.
Play I
MI haven't much use for Blithersley,"
said the proud papa.
"Why?" asked the proud ma m mar
"I listened to him for an hour today

while he told me about what hla baby
had said or tried to say, and just as 1
was about to tell him about ours he
left me, saying he bad to catch a train."
1 —Baltimore Λ

Serge

Black Worsted suit·

lines of clothing for

bly annoyed.

Male.
Cariât
A mule In a pack train which was
usually loaded with salt discovered
that by lying down when fording a
certain stream and allowing the salt
to dissolve he could lighten his burden.
The muleteer once loaded him with
sponges instead, which absorbed water
when he lay down In the stream and
made his burden fourfold heavier. The
mule was cured of his smartness.

Blue

; we have

prices
suits

them for

are

in

are

as

$7

50.

Cheviots, Cassimeres, etc. Sawyer woolens
for $10. Our black line is as complété as

Down from the upper air floated th<
strains of music, yet Neptuno was visl

a

ever

Our

Blue Wonteds $10
$10, $12, and $15.
and $12. Full lines of fancy patterns in

Basar.

"What's gnawing at thy vitals, sire?"
asked a mermaid.
"I wish In the name of Orpheus,"
said the eea king, "that boating parties
could sing something else besides Ά
Life on the Ocean Wave.' "
And forthwith he crawled Into a
cave and pulled the cave In after him.
—Now York Marine Journal.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

I

"I'm delighted to hear that I'll sent!
I
Harold over on a stretcher In an bom
or

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Mrs. Catteraon—I thought I wool(
come and tell you that your Harold hai ι
been fighting with my Bobble and set
tie the matter If I could.
Mrs. Hattereon—Well, for my part
I have no time to enter Into any die
cusslon about children's quarrels.
hope I am above such things.

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

Qaeer Land Tenures.
Some of the tenures In England an
very curious. A farm near Broadhouse
In Yorkshire, paya annually to th<
landlord a snowball In midsummer an<
a red rose at Christmas. The manor ο
Fostou Is held by a rental of two ar
rows and a loaf of bread. An estate ii

A Great

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

Approach to Perpetual Motion.
Λ clock is to be seen et Brussel
which comes al>out as near being
perpetual motion machine as can b
invented, for the sun does the winding
The following Is the method by whlel
It works: A shaft exposed to the sola
rays causes an up draft of air, whlel
The fan actu
sets the fan in motion.
which raises th
ates mechanism
weight of the clock uutll It reaches th
top and then puts α break on the fai
till the weight has gone down a little
when the fan is again liberated ani
proceeds to act as before. As long a
the sun shines frequently enough an
the machinery does not wear out th
clock will keep in perpetual motion.
An

the north of England Is held by the ez
hlbltlon before a court every sever
years of a certain vase owned by thi
family, another In Suffolk by an annua
rental of two white doves.

a

hoys.

$5

to

$16.

H. B. FOSTER,
Opera

P.
P.
P.

Purlin'»

House

Blook, NORWAY,

Prescription

Full

MAINE.

Pharmacy

Parlin's Seidlitz Powders
Are put up fresh every week.

Parlin's

Price 25 cents per box.

Special Powders

for Headachc

Are fully warranted to cure any headache.
Don't sufl'er
with headache when you can buy these wonderful powders of

Ernest P. Parlin, The Druggist,
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Mrs. Augustus Lord of
us at W. H. Blake's.

THE TELEPHONE BUSINESS.

Beverly, Maes.

Frank Knight of Watcrboro, visitée
friends in the place over Sunday.
W. M. MacKenney ami wife have beer
in town a few days during the pasi
week.

Dr. J. G. Littlefield was with Mrs
Littlefield at Falmouth Foreside ovei

Sunday.

THE

EASTERN

CO.

RICIITS AS

IS

GRANTED

POLI

PETITIONED FOR.

The telephone war has raged through
the week, and the fervor of a sidewalk
debate has occasionally added to tht
torridity of the atmosphere, not to
mention any slight rise of temperature
that might occur under the collar of an
interested champion of one idea 01
another.
One man has got to the point whert
he makes, or at least threatens to make,
a charge of ten dollars on his books
against any man who mentions telephone to him.
The hearing on the petition of the
Eastern Telephone Co. for permission to
use the streets for its poles and wires
was due at the selectmen's office at 10
At that hour
o'clock A. m. Tuesday.
Messrs. Maxim and Bennett of the board
of selectmen were present, Mr. Andrews
not being able to come. There were also
present George A. Beale of Boston,
special agent of the Now England lelephone and Telegraph Co., George M.
Atwood of the Paris Electric Co., and
three or four citizens.
Nobody was present to represent the
|M.>titioners, the Eastern Co., and after
waiting a reasonable time, tho selectmen
decided that, as the train from Portland
was an hour late, and representatives of
the Eastern Co. might be on that train,
at
thoy would hold the hearing open the
In
least until the train airived.

Mr. and Mrs. George Π. Cunamings ol
Mechanic Falls, spent Saturday with Mr,
p. *., 10:15 P. M
A.
Ι·>Λ»
and Mrs. Wirt Stanley.
U|—
included). Sun·lay only, lo.j 5
.,».· ·.,.»
David B. Woodbury, the well known
A. *
CHvwns.
tlorist, has as handsome a lot of double
Rev. W. I
Church.
as you may often see.
..ncreiratlonal
f !,,·
10:4 j hollyhocks
1» pastor. 1'reachlog services,
Br, ..ks ι»
12 μ.; γ
School
p.
Sunday
J.
Rev.
T.
Ramsdell of tho Baptist
: Τ
m
meeting οι 1
Κ α· Ρ Si ; Church prayer
church exchanged pulpits with Kev. J.
I· ».
not other
All,
o'clock
nt
Τ*»
...\<rlnc
!
D. Graham of Humford Falls Sunday.
Invitent.
i.nct t···!, are cor Itally
w „■
W I'ottle, I'astor
:-t Church, Rev. A.
^jn λ
Chandler Swift is again at home from
meeting,
utorn!ag prayer
I,
Saldiath Schoo ! Rum ford Falls,
rvlce lo »5 a
having been prostrated
H
β.15 p. m.
Meeting,
League
bv working in the heat of last Tuesday.
Ι· κ. Kpworthmeeting" P. M.; i>rayer mcctlnj
.-.rr
"'Ι!"»:, .i»»me tin*. Friday evening
Γ ;.·· ■.·
l's-tor
Harry L. Shaw of Brooklyn, Ν. Y.,
l'iiivh, Rev. T.J. Kamsilell,
-t
':
Sab
who was expected a week earlier, joined
lu 45 a.
iv. prcachlng service
,,
p.
7«ο
his family at the Andrews House Sunρraver meeting
,it■
Tu»"«lay evening.
day.
graver meeting
HTATKD mkktinus.
South Paris and Paris Hill ball nines
M.-I'arls Lodge, No. :♦<. Reculai
χ
I
full moon
played a game on the fair grounds
lay evening on or liefore
meet
Mount Mica Lodge, regular
,1
►.
Saturday afternoon, which resulted in a
I
evening of each week.—Aurora score of 11 to 5 in favor of Paris Hill.
,/4 Ί'ι r» l:tyHr*t
an·! third Monday evenlngt
.la. 1 nent,
Sumner E. Tucker and wife have gone
of«arh month·
No
1; Mount Pleasant Kchekah Lodge,
,,
of eacli to Peak's Island, where they will live in
[. -,νοη.I and fourth Friday»
j,
Hall.
W. B. Russell
tents for a few weeks.
utli !n hid fellows'
W. K. Klniliall Post, No. 14^, 'meet»
:
\
wife will join them some time this week.
Saturlay evening* of eack
! thirl
\. K. Hall.
Miss Stella Record, who lias been .visDhiBth, li '·.Kimball
Relief Corps meets drst
k
w
meantime an opportnnity was given
-.tturlay evening of each month. Is iting her gradparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Λ·; ·. ::
on the matter if
1 <»rps Hall.
A. Record, for the past two weeks, those presen" to speak
Kellel
1
to Oct. I,
from
λ
May
G
range,
Part
I
desired.
they
Friin
her
home
returned
to
the
Portland,
md fourth Saturlay; during
tMr. Beale. representing the New EngIn
the year, meets every Saturday,
day.
land Co., spoke for several minutes. He
οπμ**' I'·1"·
The carl ν train has acquired a habit stated at the outset that he was not there
-Second and fourth Mondays of
t. it
of being late.
Saturday and Sunday to oppose the granting of what was ask(Α· η month.
>.
I'.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
\ g
Jin hour and «ι
ed, provided the people of the town
and fourth Wednesday evenings mornings it was about
thalf behind, and Monday morning four wished it. But if the New England Co.,
„r 1 uli Month.
meets
every
31,
No,
Hamlin
Lodge,
κ
hours.
which is now on the ground, is giving a
llall.
tit ay > venlng at Pythian
service, at reasonable rates, he
good
and
wife,
George W. Frothingham
Mr. Willis
is
with
see .any reason why another exWillis
to
failed
Kthan
and
Mr»
Eugene
Harry Burnham and wife,
be wanted. As for the
should
Kails.
change
of
wife
Mass..
Kun:t«>rd
and
Drake
Dorchester,
tt
of the service now furnished, he
I
enuesat
Lake
quality
mouth
a
are
speudiug
Bertie Curtis is visiting relaM.i»·
considered it first-class, and knew of no
seewassee.
snow's Kalis.
fault being found with it. With regard
A. L. Williams, formerly of this place, to the prices, the rates mado by tho
is visite<l by
M »» NI a Ικ." 1 < ·. Hathaway
dollars
Mix Kellogg of Holyoke, Mass. now with the New England Telephone Eastern Co., being only three
and Telegragh Co. in Portland, was here and one dollar below the New England
book·
is
now
Walker
M »» Vita C.
on business last week, and met many of rates—a difference of only one dollar a
of A. W. Walker Λ- his old friends.
which make
ke··;·· at the oiliee
year on business telephones,
of the list—show
Miss E. W. Fobes returned last Friday up the larger portion
the New England rates have at least
nan Kscarra Colungo, who h:ts
from her trip to Buffalo and New Jer- tha
(The New
several
weeks,
been
for
not
\ow
York
very exorbitant.
1h
sev. accompanied by her nephew, Henry
rates are $21.00 for business
Park's.
Mr.
to
.πιπί
England
at
ι,
summer
will
the
V
F."Pratt, who
spend
The
telephones, $1S.00 for residences.
of Walter H. Swett's.
ii: I.ittleliehl returned the first
Eastern rates are $20.00 and ?<15.00 rek from a visit of a few days to
About a dozen boys with O. S. B. on spectively.)
Γ home in lirid^ton.
!; r
their caps went through the place SatMr. Beale also called attention to the
on their way to Mount Mica.
disadvantages of having two telephone
Mi»» May Neman and Miss Kuth Ab- urday,
Waterville are guests at Mrs. They were from the Outing School for systems in a place, when each person
Boys, on Whitney l'oud in Oxford. Some using a telephone will either have com1'. Γ haver's.
Ali·
kind of an excursion is made every Sat- munication with only tlio.se on that sysa
in
Mr and Mrs. J. Π. Bean entertained
urday.
tem, or else will be obliged to put
their friends at a lawn party at
w
two telephones and pay tribute to two
waist
man is occasionally
shirt
The
less
>me Tuesday evening.
r!.. r
companies. He also spoko more or
seen, and the first straw-hatted horse
to the
1
W. shaw announces that on and has
in a team fully of other points relating
on the street,
appeared
ν -_'.jth ( Thursday), blueberries which came from
The horse question.
at':.
Norway.
Mr. At wood of the Paris Electric Co.,
ked in his pasture at the usual hat looks at tirst glance as if it would be
m :.
which owns a line running from Norto
wide
was
better if the rim
enough
price.
Paris Hill
way through South Paris and
has been the shade the horse's eyes, which it does not
1 rliel Merritt. who
Μ
to Buckfield, stated that he was present
is
hat
of
the
Misses Isabel and Kittie Mor- do. The special beauty
,■!.·»
to oppose the parelleling of his lines
that the cr>>wu contains a sjwnge which
1» returned to her home in Bridgeυ.
unless it could be shown that the service
be
is
to
kept damp.
supposed
was
water. M;iss.
now given the people on that lino
It would of course be superfluous to imperfect or unreasonable in cost. He
Mr». H- K. Wilson is visitinji in (Jormention that we had the second tieicely believed the service was good and the
ba: \ II. Thursday ami Friday evenThe paralleling of
"The hot wave of the summer last week; but prices reasonable.
in,» »lie -an^ there in the open,
cer- the lines would divide a business that
this was such a fierce one that it
Fro,» of Windham.M
tainly worthy of special mention. Official was so small it would leave nothing for
Λ Γ .'land man was hist Tuesday records
kept in the manner approved by either party. The Paris Electric Co.'s
oven."
a
on
"broiling
.'tatiti d a patent
the weather bureau are not available: line was owned by residents and tax
sueceedetl
who
ever
:
man
lirst
I!·
but thermometers were made to show- payers of the town, and he considered
m :·
1^ a patent on the atmosphere.
various temperatures in the immediate that they should be given at least fair
weeks'
his
two
is
vicinity of 1««> in the shade, while a few consideration as against an outside cor\V I
taking
i.ibby
in the sun as a matter poration.
!i"in tin· stole of \. Dayton which "were hung
Meanwhile the train had arrived, but
He spends a part of the of curiosity, made records ranging from
: λ < ο.
]:.·
The thermometer in the no representative of the Eastern Co. apith his sister, Mrs. A. M.Gerry. 12«> to 1:54.
t
has
which
Democrat editorial rooms,
peared. After some informal discussion
11: i »Ih>u Kails.
never before been above iH) during the the hearing was closed, the selectmen
Kulo Stuart has gone to Boston to six summers this office has been occu- announcing no decision.
i. isition with the wholesale prodt
It is understood that the Eastern peopied, w ent to 0.1 during the last week in
i ι>mmission house <>f Fowle, June, and last Tuesday stood at 07.
mistook the dato of the hearing,
ple
He is a graduate of
llil.Uird Λ- Co.
Monday was an intensely hot day, but thinking it was the next day, which was
Κ ·ι··» Hill Business College.
Tuesday was worse, and it is undoubt- the reason they were not present. Since
edly safe to say that, taking the twenty- the hearing, a petition lias been circu<
M
liauncey C. Kiehardson. Mrs.
II. Winslow, four hours through, it was the hottest lated among the citizens, asking the
in: 111 swett, Mrs. J.
if;,
The selectmen to give the desired permit to
section in many years.
Mi»» I.i/zie Winslow, and Mrs. Joseph day in this
was
we got some quite com- the Eastern Co.
This petition
lit ,·_·» and daughter I.ula are oeeui»y- last of the week
fortable weather, but it is still summer. numerously signed.
PnbnH ('amn Cronnd.
in
beSaturday afternoon the petitions
M
CIDC
AT
Dliucnun
C ΔI I Q
Triphena Churchill fell down a
half of the Eastern Co. were presented
in Davis Block Monday
..f
„
Mr. Bird of RockThe most serious lire iu the history of to the selectmen.
„
she was badly shaken up, but
Falls started in the Gauthier land, general manager of tho Eastern,
Kumforil
was
able
>Tie's were broken, ami she
η
as was
Judge Wilson,
Block, Cougress Street, at 11:30 Satur- was present,
1
r...
Λϋηιηηην
αη<1 unvurnl
t<> In- taken to her home in the Hall
J uly 13th, and proved to be one of
day,
neighliorhood.
as were present
citizens
as
times
firemen
the
that
lires
many
the most stubborn
\ |r >aid that Mayor lioothby of Port- have ever been called upon to conquer. at the hearing Tuesday, learning that
the
Grand
induced
hud t> the man who
The lire started iu the rear of the block, there was some telephone business going
of the Ox fora
Τ u»k < ompany to make the idlaruuml in the hay shed, and how it started is a on, dropped in. Officers
Paris
South Pari* mystery.
liremen
The
tli. south l'aris depot.
responded County Co. and the Sumner and
present. There was con„«,S Mavor lioothby a debt of
promptly, and the International Paper Co. were also
the
of
wl, < h ilebt will be increased when the Co.'s lire department laid two lines of siderable informal discussion
in the matter.
tili i> M-eded and laid out into a good hose, so that there were eleven streams various points involved
The water pressure was Mr. Wright suggested a few changes in
on the tire.
lawn.
were
but the firemen did good work con- the permit which the selectmen
low,
V ι. ii tv consisting of Harry "V
the conditions. The building asked to sign, and they were as a rule at
sidering
wife. Mi® J""»
once conceded by Mr. Bird.
was. however, completely gutted.
...
I
,· <;
Morton. Miss Luella Uay
Several of the firemen were slightly
The selectmen have signed the permit
a, 1,1 Mark Richardson left
to the Eastern Telephone Co. to erect
injured.
.mi .ι week at Concord I oml. wheri
The bloek, a four-story wooden build-, 4jnes as prayed far, the only change from
îln-v λ ill occupy Billings cottage. M ».
ing, was owned by A. Gauthier, and the list of streets and roads published in
1 < Morton will join them tins Monhad only been occupied about three their
notice—which included about
•
lay afternoon.
The block consisted of six everything in town—being the cutting
months.
J c Harlow has closed his shoe- tenements, beside the store, and as most out of Porter Street and the Forbes
mk,r:« shop here on account of the every tenant kept boarders, the building District road. The permit specifies the
All got kind and size of the poles to be set, the
of his health ami will t,o to contained about 112 persons.
tl
Miers' home at logus in two or out, but Miss (>. Bouchad had a very nar- distance, etc.; also specifies that the
She was taken out of the wires shall not be less than 18 feet from
The mini occupied by row escape.
three weeks.
Mr. Harlow in the Williams harness last story by the use of a ladder at an the ground; that poles in villages shall
outside window. Mr. Gauthier had just be painted and kept painted: and that
st-.re building will probably be ltt
received a carload of Hour aud 100 the top gane on the poles shall be reiluy Buck's barber shop.
bushels of potatoes. Everything is a served for the use of the town for town
\ . T. Kiug had two or three faint- total loss. Mr. Gauthier's loss is about
purposes (as for lire alarm, etc.).
siu'lls while down town Monday $10,000, with $0,000 insurance.
Other
and was taken home in a car- losses are:
AROOSTOOK WAR SOLDIERS.
riage. He recovered so as to g«» to
Kit·I Cyr, $«00; no Insurance.
Tho following roster of a company
the next day. The cause of the attack
no Insurance.
•lue Viirrar,
which took part in the bloody AroosMise Varrar, #.*>0i>. no Insurance.
« I,
^.digestion, probably combined with
Misa Bouchait, $SU0; no Insurance.
took war will be of interest to many of
th. effect of the intense heat, as lit had
Mr». Soucier. #800; Insurance, #3U0.
It was left with the Demoour readers.
been shingling during the day.
Mr. Bovln, #900; uo Insurance.
A. I'olamler. #'hw; no Insurance.
crat by Lemuel Gurney of Hebron,
no
Insurance.
Willie Oyr.
It is understood that the excursion of
whose father, Samuel Gurney, was a
Miss Jeiinle Cvr, $200; no Insurance.
:
U,,..\iord Bar to Bemis, which «
Mi-·» \nnle it'authlcr. #15 In money, a κοίιΐ member of the company
urigiually planned for some date in May, watch, rings, etc.; no Insurance.
Ο OK
LETTER
OK
COUPANT
ROLL
a
«ill
,ur on the 20th of August when
TUE SIXTH DIVISION OK THE
regular term of Probate t ourt wdl be
TWO FIRES AT OXFORD.
Tram arrangeliel'i at Kumford Falls.
MILITIA OF MAINE,
m,nts will be such that the members of
CO. AND In actual service, under command of
,hrh:,r «ill arrive at Rumfonl talis M1 I.I. OF WEI.CHV1LI.K I.UMBER
Captain IIIRAM A. POLLARD, renKINK XKW IIOt'SE OF OKOKUE UA/.EN.
«η!ν in the day, and have a portion of
dezvoused at Augusta, March 1839.
the forenoon to look the city over. After
the business of the Probate Court is conThe mill of the Welchville Lumber
FIELD OFFICERS.
cluded. the truiu will be taken for Co. near Oxford statiou was entirely dethat
made
the
return
and
night.
tWmis,
Orison Ripley,
The
Colonel
fire
night.
Saturday
stroyed by
Charles Andrews,
L
W. have a new mining enterprise m origin of the fire is not known. Insured Lt. Col.
*
Major Nathaniel Norcross,
W. E. Mills, formerly of Port- in Wheeler's agency for $1500.
The house of George Hazen, Esq., at Adjutant Joseph Barrows,
land now of Boston, is opening a
Oxford village, was discovered to be on
mi the ( linton Shaw farm, near
An alarm Captain Hiram A. Pollard,
Four Hill, after quartz and fedspar. An fire about 11 A. m. Sunday.
Hiram Iliggins, waiter,
but
the
option was taken on the ledge last jcj r, brought prompt assistance,
A. Tobie,
The blaze Lieutenant William
th, trade «as closed July 1st. and work building was past saving.
but from Ensign Alonzo P. Allen,
began the middle of last week. Mr started apparently in the attic,
B. Dwinal Clerk,
Alexauder
The stable Sergeants
Mill- now has five assistants, four of what cause is not known.
44
Mareton,
Joseph
of
the
was a
so
and
was
portion
saved,
them Italians, but he informs the Demo44
Lewis Jones,
The house was a lino new
«•tat that if the ledge opens favorably he furniture.
44
Parley Bailoy.
of
insurance
an
$5100
was
There
one.
men
will i-robablv work some sixteen
John Hackett,
Corporals
there, lie already has orders for several on house, stable and furniture.
44
Jacob Waterman,
is
which
44
thousands tons of the rock,
Iliram Bonney,
BOY DROWNED AT WEST PERU.
uited hv manufacturers of glass ana
44
John Thompson,
West Ρεκγ, July 18.
cr< n'kerv ware, as well as for some other
While playing near the mill pond Bion Musician Parlin Buker,
44
purposes. Mr. Mills intends *
Benjamin B. Murch.
Austin fell in anil was drowned to-day.
when he gets fairly to work, at.therate
He was the son of A. J. Austin, of the
PRIVATES.
Of about thirty tons a day.
If
firm of E. G. Austin & Son.
work right, he may build a mill and
Stephen Andrews,
grind the rock here, as it can be shipped
LETTER TO WM. B. RUSSEU, SOUTH Daniel Bumpus,
ground at luucli better advantage.
Edward Brown,
PARIS
«ι r. *.
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Dear Sir: Rockland, Maine, is a seaThe shower early Wednesday morning. followed bv others later in the day, coast town: hard place for paint. About
Λ
disp.M-d of the union Sunday School seventeen years ago, Farrand, Spear
Devoe. Their
for that
A lot of people Co., Rockland, began with

picnic

day.

go, and the Paris Manufacturing Co.'s factory was shut down
fur the «lay, as so many of the employes
wished to* go. But at β o'clock the
whistle blew and the factory started up,
e
the picnic being postponed unti
next «lav. Thursday morning about two

were

ready

to

hundred took the barge, the
steamer, or private conveyance

car and

for

»i

was to paint the Farrlngton
residence, well known there.
Mr. Farrand says the house appears,
from the street, to be well painted now,
and has never been repainted.
We should like to know more definiteabout a job of paint that has lasted

first sale

ly

Anion

Chipman,

Charles Crooker, Commissary,
Alonzo Conant,
John C. Drake,

Benjamin Dudley,

William M. Foes,
Curtis Fales,

Samuel Gurney,
It Washington F. Harridan,

seventeen years on a sea-side house.
is the longest time we have had a report

drove, where the neual picnic on.
Lead and oil lasts three years—a firstA base
pleasures were indulged in.
hall diamond w as laid out in a near-by rate job—and nobody says it lasts longDevoe
field, and the Congregationalisms playe«i er. We are content to say that
as long: but
against the Baptists and Methodists com- lead ami zinc lasts twice
on
bined. (Certificate of church membership we know of houses innumerable,
our paint has exceeded six years.
which
wa* not
c
s
as
a
required
player qua
Yours truly,
tion. Scoie ·» to 3 in favor of the <.
F. W- Dkvok Λ Co.
w
Rationalists, five innings. Really
quite a game. The picknickers had a 20
chance to finish their dinner and cleai
Here are the names of the Bowdoin
up. but of course the thuuder showei
who left, last week, for the
graduates
<
came. a picnic without a shower wou
in
Philippines where they will engage
he hut half a picnic. And of course
later:
teaching. Several others may go David
was a cracker of a shower, *®°·
.or
ClarenceE. Baker,06, Brunswick;
nately it gave warning enough of its p
Spear, '97, Freeport; Albro E. Burnell,
*
proach so that a good i>art of tht P®°P
Percy Giles, 1900,
had time to get to the shelter of tn 1900, Westbrook; Thomas
C. Randall,
barn on the (libson place, or some ο Boolhbay Harbor;
1901, Freeport; Arthur L. Small, 1901,
the neighboring cottages. Those w
Yarmouth; John A. Corliss, 1901, Bridg·
were left in the grove
pulled what boa
Roscoe E. Whiting, 1901, Brunsthey had out of the water, turned then ton; and Thomas W. Bowler, 1901,
wick;
over and crawled under them, so tha
Uopkinton, Mass.
few of them got seriously wet.

son's

Daniel Bradford.
Philoman A. Bradford,
Daniel Chase,

Benjamin Harris,
Charles Hall,
Aaron M. Irish,
Hiram Leavitt,

Enoch Lennell,

Sylvanus

P.

Moody,

Solomon Morgan,

Edmund Muruock,
Nirum Merrill,
Chester Merrill,
Jeremiah Nason,
William Pollard,
Washington Ray,
Alexander Robinson,

Benjamin

H.

Reckords,

Alexander Turner,
Charles Wilson,
Barnabas Winslow.

Walter E. Ilolbrook of New Vineyard
is missing and suicide is feared by the
d»
family, as Mr. Holbrook has been old.
spoudent of late. He is 34 years wif«
Hie immediate family consists of a

and three children.

A PIECE OF NONSENSE.
The Treasury Department is preparing a new set of rules and régulations
regarding the redemption of mutilated
currency. Hereafter, when a mutilated
treasury note or silver certificate is sent
in for redemption, it will have to be accompanied by a certificate from the
sender, stating of whom he received it
and on what date, also a certificate from
who has ever had it in
each

NOBWAY.

I**·»··· Too bfaailr·,

OHURCHM
Congregational Church, Ββτ. B. 8.
Pastor
Rlduout,
Preaching aervloe
Sabbath School, It.·00 M.;_ Men's
10:40 a.
I'rnver Meeting ut β 40; Social Meeting, 7:15 P.
Seconl

Sunday,

M.; regular weekly Prayer Meetlnjr, Thursday
evening; Y. P. 8. C. E. Meeting Friday even-

f

niversallat Church, Ββτ. Caroline E. Angell,
Pa«tor. Pro aching service on 8anday. at 10Λ0
M.; Sabbath School, IS ν.; Υ- P· C. U.
person
meeting, 7 Λ0 p. u.
Flckett, Paator.
possession, stating substantially the Methoillat Church. Rev. Β. F. Sabbath
School,
same facts, and a certificate from the Preaching ervloe. 10*i A.
12 -00 m.; Social Evening Meeilug, 7Λ0 P. M.;
the
bill
meet·
claaa
engraving company which made
evening;
meeting, Tueaday
and each of the workmen who did any- prayer
Pastor.
A.
J.
Harding,
thing on it.
Preaching service, 10:90 A. M.: Sabbath School,
Now that may seem like a burden- 13Λ0
M. Prayer Meeting Sundav evening 7 P.M.
some and unnecessary process, and the
STATKD MKKTINOB.
Democrat states frankly that the above
r.tA.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
statement is not a fact. It is merely Mo. 18, In Maaonlc Hall, Friday Evening on or
fuilmoon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
guassed. It is not, however, so wild a before
So. 29. assembles Wedneaday Evening, on or
statement as might at first appear, but before full moon. Oxford Council, R. β 8. M.,
is a fair assumption, considering the Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Marinera, Wednesday evening after
regulations which have been established full
moon.
by the department regarding the re- I. Ο. Ο. K.—Norway Lodg.·.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows* Hall, every Tueaday Evening.
demption of unueed revenue stamps.
In Ortd
When the revenue reduction law went Wlldey Encampment. No. 21, meela
Fellowa* Ha I, second and fourth Friday Eveninto effect July 1st, of course it left a
or each month. Mt. Hope Rebekab Lodge,
Inge
good many people with more or less No. 58, mi-eta on flrst and third Friday of each
stamps on hand for which they had lit- month.
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
tle or no use. The treasury department
every Tburadav Evening, υ. R., Α. υ. Noyes
established regulations for the redemp- Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
S., aecoml
tion of those stamps, but so tied up month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P.month.
and fourth Friday evenings of each
with restrictions and conditions that it
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
is a difficult and troublesome process to fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange ilall.
G. Λ.Β.—Harry Rnst Poet, No. M, meets In
get your money back. Stamps are not New
G. A. R. Mall on the flrat Tuesday Evening
redeemed in less quantity than two dol- of each month.
a
be
must
and
by
W.
accompanied
R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Iiall, Monlars,
they
they were day evening.
certificate stating when
O. P.—Lakeside Lo<lge, No. 177, meets In
Ν.
E.
bought and of whom—and that they New G. A. R. Hall, on the flrat and third Wedwere bought within two years, as only nesdav evenings of each month
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and 8outh Parla Council,
stamps bought within that time will be No.
10. meets at O. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
redeemed.
evening.
Nor is the process so simple as that
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
statement may seem. Behold the num- second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month.
ber of knots that may be tied in a string!
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 24<,
As an instance:
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
About a year since a business man of each month
South Paris ordered a check book with
Delightful showers after the extremorevenuo stamps imprinted, at tho Demohot weather.
crat office. The checks were printed ly
The poorest and at the same time the
here and sent to a Portland firm to be
most traveled road in Oxford County,
bound, accompanied by a check to pay is, without question, from Norway vilfor the stamps. Tho Portland firm, acto Norway Lake.
Although the
cording to their regular method of doing lage
town voted to appropriate the sum of
business, sent the checks to a printing one thousand dollars for the
improvefirm in New York which was authorized
ment of this highway, it is reported that
to imprint revenue stamps. The stamps
has
been
cent
one
expended upon it
were re- not
were imprinted, the checks
so far this year.
Why?
turned to Portland and bound, and the
Mr. and Mrs. II. J. Bangs have leased
book was sent to the Democrat office.
The family
a cottage at Old Orchard.
Now the owner of the check book,
will enjoy an outing there during Auhaving three or four dollars' worth of
stamps left, and deeiring to redeem gust.
B. F. Bradbury, F. E. Drake, F. S.
them, sent the remaining stamped checks
Waldron, A. Hebbard, W. W. Sheen, A.
to the collector of internal revenue for
N. French, D. Labroke, O. F. Bowker,
this district, with a certificate which he
C. B. Pike, A. L. Sanborn with others
supposed was sufficient. His claim was, attended the Uniform Rank, Knights of
of course, promptly returned for corencampment at Peak's Island
rection, and as nearly as can be made Pythias,
week.
this
the
instrucof
the
out at
present stago
Virginia E. Sargent will be the new
tions, the following documents are esat the Universalist church in
organist
of
the
the
to
stamps:
sential
redemption
of Mrs. W. W. Walker.
the
place
owner
of
the
the
from
A certificate
Don C. Seitz, of the New York World,
checks (duly sworn to), stating wlion
is the guest of Dr. B. F. Bradbury. Mr.
and of whom he bought the stamps.
Seitz has many Norway friends who
A certificate from Atwood & Forbes,
take
pleasure in entertaining him
printers of the checks (duly sworn to), while great
in Norway.
stating on what date the money for the
A break in the water main at the corn
stamps was forwarded.
and another near Isaac Abbott's
A certificate from the Portland firm ehop
made some work for the Norway Water
which forwarded the checks to New
Co. during the week. Nothing of a
York, (duly sworn to), stating we don't
serious nature, however.
know exactly what.
At the hearing at the selectmen's
A certificate from the printing concern
on the petition
the office Saturday afternoon
in New York which imprinted
of the Eastern Telephone Company for
we
don't
sworn
stating
to),
stamps (duly
rights to enter the village, the General
know exactly what.
M. S. Bird, appeared. C. C.
With all these documents furnished, Manager,
Adams looked after the interests of the
it is understood that the money for the
New England Telephone and Telegraph
stamps will be forthcoming.
There was no opposition to
But do you ask why the possession of Company.
the petition from citizens or the New
not
is
sufficient
revenue
stamps
genuine
The selectmen did not
evidence of ownership? And why the England people.
make known the decision.
holder should be required to prove that
The canvassing between the two telehe did not steal or counterfeit them bethe Eastern and New
fore they can be redeemed? Ask some- phone companies,
England, is most interesting. While
body that knows. No reasonable ex- one
company offers to put in a 'phone
planation has ever been made public.
for nothing for three months, the other
As for the scheme outlined in the first
them one better and puts a 'phone
paragraph above, regarding the re- goes
into the house for four months and redemption of mutilated currency, it is
ceipts the bill from that time. At the
logically the next thing that will be atr end
of the period the instrument is to be
tempted by the bright minds who fix up removed without
expense unless the
the
in
treasury department.
regulations
party wish to rent it. In this way both
companies are working up quite a long
Few books of verse in recent years list of "subscribers."
Bather a good
as
so
have won popular favor
quickly
thiug for the "patrons."
is
which
in
Holman Day's Up
Maine,
Prof. R. E. Clement, of Cranford,
now in its eighth thousand, and is sellN. J., and family, will enjoy their vacafirst
when
as
published. tion at the Hayden cottage, on the west
ing as steadily
Governor Hill of Maine, in conversation shore of the lake, during the next few
with a visitor, recently made some com- weeks.
ments worth repeating, as indicating the
George W. Waldron, Nellie F. Waldron,
reasons for its remarkable popularity.
brother and sister, and Hannah Waldron,
"I have been receiving letters from
grandmother, visited Frank S. Waldron
the West," said the governor, "asking me on
Sunday. They came from Auburn
I
for a book for this and that library.
in the morning.
for
IfIf
η
Π
Wnm.An nf P.../V
in
Maine,
always send a copy of Up
the book seems to tell so well the home- burg were at Mrs. C. B. Cum mines' the
ly and rugged yet heart-touching story first of the week. Mr. Warren attended
I find that the verses the
of old Maine.
July session of Probate Court.
a fracarry to the aliens from Maine
The Hathaway Block is being painted
and
of
country-store
field, forest,
grance
by Horace P. Sawyer and the Universcracker barrel that is contained in no alist church by John F. Sampson.
There is no hidden satire
other book.
Vacation at the Universalis church
It
'Tie the voice of the soil.
there.
will continue through the remainder of
seems to me that the criticism of the
July and the month of August.
New York Sun is admirable when the
Geo. C. Gunn, C. H. Masury, Francis
critic says, "Reading Up in Maine, one
E. S. Hunt and E. A. Poole are
Doane,
in
the
feels as though he had Maine
stopping at Bass Island. They have
"
phonograph.'
visited Norway and enjoyed life at the
One of the most enthusiastic admirers island for
years. Mr. Gunn was formerthe
of Up in Maine is Uncle Solon Chase,
at the head of the shoe business here.
ly
over
all
sage of Chase's Mills, and known
Mrs. Geo. I. Cummings entertained
the United States as "Them Steers." the Barton Club at Goat Island Friday.
Maine
into
down
come
to
"You have
Martin Dale, blacksmith on Bridge
to get them things," said Uncie Solon Street, is confined to his house with an
"It's the real Yankee
the other day.
injured eye. While shoeing a horse the
fun, and ye can't counterfeit it. Land first of the week he got a piece of steel
It's as good easy readin' as in his
sakes!
eye.
When
Chase's Chronicle used to be.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Kemp and Mr. and
folks from the city come to see me, Mrs. A. E.
Remington, of Springfield,
I generally sit down and read 'em a
are stopping at John A. WoodMass.,
if
and
they man's cottage.
then,
few of those poems;
haven't the book, they always go off
A. T. Bennett is enjoying his vacation.
one."
and buy
Πο lias been at work clerking at Methat
known
It may not be generally
chanic Falls for some months.
the picture in the book that is used to
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Drake of Boston
"
'Round Home" is a
illustrate the part
are making their annual visit at the
hoe on
his
with
of
Uncle
Solon,
picture
Elm House.
his back, walking home from the cornTheodore L. Webb of Berlin, Ν. H.,
The sage
field at the edge of evening.
was in town the first of the week with a
of Chase's Mills is in his shirt sleeves,
party of friends.
and wears his broad-brimmed straw hat.
James A. Tuell of West Sumner and
"That's the way I want to look when I Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell of West Paris
have my pictures taken," says Uncle were in town for business this week.
"I'll bet a house and a lot to a
Solon.
Robert N. Millett and wife are visitginger cookey that I'm the happiest ât his mother's, Mrs. N. W. Millett's.
all
in
the
there
is
Hoe'
the
'Man with
Mr. Millett has resigned his position as
state of Maine."
of the Rockport High School
a principal
himself
the
of
navy,
Secretary Long,
to accept a similar position in Hanover,
Maine man, as is well known, says that Mass.
he recognizes nearly every type porJ. Wesley Swan of Montreal was in
trayod in the verses. He says: "I wish town the tirst of the week. His family,
the author had definitely located in the at Old
Orchard, will soon visit their
town of Buckfield—my native town—the
Norway friends.
story of'Aunt Shaw's Pet Jug'; for in
Pennesseewaseee Lodge, No. 18, K. of
that town the incident originally haphave elected officers as follows:
P.,
remempened. I know the people, and
C. C.—H. P. Jones.
bestories
other
ber them well. Several
V.C.-M. V. Richardson.
D. Smith.
long in old Buckfield." Secretary Long P-H.
II. of W.-J. P. Edwards
his
at
summer
of
each
a
spends portion
K. of R. and 8.-M. L. Kimball.
the
old
with
and
old home,
foregathers
M. of E.—Otto 8chnuer.
M. of F.-C. G. Mason.
residents at the village stores, and lisII at Α.—W. W. Sheen.
tens with delight to the old and new
I. G.—▲. H. Keneinon.
Btories.
0. G.—W. E. Currier.
k.

"Siptlst Church .^Rev.

LICENSE, HIGH AND LOW.
By the fisherman's creed, he Is licensed to He;
fisherman's creed, he may perfume his
the
By

fly.

So the «tory he tolls you must never dispute.
Since the fumes from his fly never mar hla

repute.

So the summer girl often flirts for a while,
If her swain'· not responsive, untlnctnred

guile;

by

But of times and of places she'd better beware,
For to meet unexpected may compa-s despair.
It Is never qnlte safe for the girl of the age
To pick up an escort, though 'tis often the rage,
For your lover may meet you—as you drop from
the train.
Your blushes won't save you—oh, never agalo!
No, 'tis never nulte safe for the girl on the roam
To banish all thoughts of her lover at home,
And to think her try sting place safe from surFrom

prise,

the eavle-eyed lover who comes in dis-

Beware of
Where the

Warts art curious thing·. They
come and fo mysteriously, although
their going le frequently marked by
exasperating délaye, and there are almost as many Infallible cures as there
are warts, the only trouble with these
cures being that they are useless when
applied to the particular wart you haptor
pen to have. They are only good
ether people's.
"In my

opinion,'

said a clubman who

discussing the subject

was

with

a

day, "a wart is merely the
outward correspondence of some mental excrescence. Get rid of that, and
friend one

It goes away.
"Let me give you a bit of my own
expe. .ence," he continued. "Last year
I went to Europe. For about three
years I had had a wart on my little fin-

forgot all about my wart, and when I

looked for It about six weeks later It
bad vanished without leaving the
slightest mark. I simply forgot It, and
it had no mental condition to feed on.
I see you hare one on the back of your
hand. Forget all about It for a few

SewliiK Done br AoU.
Ants are credited with so many marvelous accomplishments that a new one
must be remarkable to the noteworthy.

Mr. E. G. Green of Ceylon, an authority upon Insect habits, lias, however,

made

an

observation

which

Is

well

worth putting on record. He has watched red ants holding grubs In their
mouths and using the web they spin to

rent in their nest
Some leaves which had been fastened
together by the ants were separated by
Mr. Green, and In a short time after he

repair

α

saw small white grubs being passed
backward and forward across the gap.
Closer observation showed that each
grub was held In the Jaws of one of the
worker ants, snd its movements were
directed as required. A continuous
thread of silk issued from the mouth of
each grub and was used by the ants to

up the rent In their shelter.
There were no grubs in the neighborhood, and those used were obtained
from a nest at some distance. This deliberate use of α naturally,formed web
sew

sewing thread is as astonishing as
any instance of the lntelllgenoe of ants
yet observed.
as α

Peculiar Tree·.

The visitor to the Falkland islands
sees a number of what appear to be
weather beaten, moss covered bowlders
of various sizes scattered here and

there. On attempting to turn one over
be Is surprised to find that It Is anchored to the ground by roots of great
strength. These are not bowlders. They
are trees. No other place In the world
can show such a peculiarity of "forest"
growth. The Falkland Islands arc exto a strong polar wind which renders It Impossible for trees to grow In
the proi>er form. Nature has consequently adapted herself to the prevailing conditions und produced this
et range form of plant life. These "liv-

posed

ing stones," a$4; they are called, are
quite devoid of "grain," and It Is next

to impossible to cut them up and utillxe
them for fuel.
It·

Changing Vain·.

right that the gallant act
bhould be rewarded, but what ehould
she give him?
Ha, a kiss, of course! Were there
not men who would pay a great price
for that? Truly It was quoted high.
"That." she said as she bestowed it,
"is easily worth $100."
"It was," he answered, "but It is
not"
"What do you mean?" she asked.
"While In your possession It would
bring a good sum," he said, "but in
mine it cannot be exchanged for the
price of α meal"
However, he was α prosaic sort of
fellow at best, and besides he was hunIt

was

gry.—Chicago

Post

Short and Sweet.

Perhaps one of the shortest courtships woe that of an eminent Jurist He

his way to bold court In a
town when he met a young woman returning from market
"How deep is the creek and what
did you get for your butter?" aaked
was

on

the Judge.
"Up to the knee and nlnepence," wax
the answer as the girl walked on.
The Judge pondered over the sensible
brevity of the reply, turned bis horse,
rode back and overtook her.
"I liked your answer Just now," be
said, "and I like you. I think you
would make a good wife. Will you mar-

ry me?"
She looked him over and said, "Yes."
"Then get up behind me, aod we will
ride to town and be married."
She did get up behind, and they rode
to the courthouse and were made one.
It Is recorded that brief though the

courtship had been, the marriage proved a pre-eminently happy one.

A Remarkable Suicide.
One of the most remarkable cases of
eulclde was that of the king of Falaha,
on the west coaet of Africa.
was attacked by a MohamThe

king
medan force, and, finding resistance
Impossible, he assembled his family
and principal officers, and after addressing them and intimating his determination never to accept Mohammedanism and inviting those who did not

be applied
agree with him to go away
light to a large quantity of gunpowder collected for the purpose and blew
Into atoms the palace and all who were

a

In It

Bottles.

In

Mrs. W. E. Perkins.
O. G
P. C —Mrs. Eugeno Ko we.
M. O.—Mrs. D. M. Watson.

of liqdrops (or a very small quantity)
uid Just moisten the lip of the bottle

Secondly,

community at South Berwick ia
again stirred up by what may be a murder. The doad man is Michael Cragin,

with the

If

you

want

to

deliver

finger.—Exchange.

Trouble Either Way.
Mrs. De Good—Why aren't you going
to cburcb?
roof
Mr. De Good—Lest Sunday the

guise.
and three or four drops went
the trystlng place, beware of the lane, 6ό years of age, a well-known man in leaked,
cedars bow low o'er Its carpets of town and a
down my back.
it
whose
officer
duty
special
X.
green.
Mrs. De Good—The roof has been rewas to look after tramps, with which
over-rnn.
is
town
the
frequently
paired since then.
gentry

says the farmers On Sunday afternoon Edward Bennett
went to the stable and found his brother
Isaac and Cragin, lying in a stall, which
was used for the storage of straw apparently dead drunk. He left them
there thinking it would be the best place
places
for them to sleep off their potations.
Later on be went back to see how they
were prospering, and found blood oozing
Cragin died Tuesfrom Cragin's ear.
An autopsy was held and the
CONSUMPTION KILLS MILLIONS. day.
that they found
Every month thousands—every year physicians reported
of Cragin's
millions—are hurried to untimely graves wounds on the left Bide
his ear, in all about the
by insidious, deadly consumption. First head covering
which they
the neglected oold, then the persistent size of an ordinary saucer,
undoubtedly caused by a blow
cough, then the rapid decline to the in- said were but
the skull was not fracturevitable end. Don't trifle with youi or blows,
to say what
cold, your cough or your lung trouble. ed. They did not undertake
and of course
of
blows
were,
kind
cure
will
they
Healer
you—
Cleveland's Lung
it was not within their province to say
quickly and surely. It has a longer
was
record of perfect cures than any other who struck the blows. An inquestIsaac
We will give held, and the verdict implicated
world.
the
in
retneay
lung
Bennett. He was at once arrested, and
you a free sample bottle. Large bottles,
2δ cents. E. P. Parlin, South Paris, pleaded not guilty, the hearing being
continued to Monday.
Williamson <ft Kimball, Norway.
A Houlton

dispatch

in that section express the opinion that
there, is no possible hope of more than
two-thirds of a potato crop in the county
this year. The June frosts and the
heavy rains seriously injured the seed.
the tubers missed sproutIn many
ing and there is a lack of thrifty growth
in what have sprouted.

Fancy
English Brawn.
Dried Chipped Beef.
Vienna Sausage.

Chicken Loaf.
Canned Chicken.

Whole ;Ûx

Canned Bacon.

If smoke or ashes from
from his
head, Insects from the wall or smut
from the saucepan gets mixed up with
the food, though he were a very chef
among chefs, yet would men hold their

pipe, perspiration drops

noses

and decline."

Canarien.

Canaries, which
and gray in color,

Its variegated markings, and the Belgian, which has a strange humpback
Peoaat.
In Tennessee and Georgia the peanut Is known as a goober, in Alabama
and the western gulf states a ground
pea. In the southeast of the United
States and in the West Indies a plndal
or plndar and in various parts of England a jurnut, an earth nut or a maul la

I Î;

nut

In the Dam»·.

time an
Egyptian king, so it Is said, who built
a pyramid and died of melancholy. Hla
There

was

once

tlbon

a

The memory of
name was Dumope.
bis tragic history is perpetuated every
time we say we are "In the dumps."

IT DAZZLES THE WORLD.
Discovery in medicine has ever
created one quarter of the excitement
that has been caused by Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption. Its severest
tests have been on hopeless victims of
No

Consumption, Pneumonia, Ileinorrhage,
Pleurisy and Bronchitis, thousands of
whom it has restored to perfect health.
For Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Croup, Hay
Fever, Hoarseness and Whooping Cough
it is the quickest, surest cure in the

world. It is sold by F. A. ShurtlefT
& Co. who guarantee satisfaction or refund money. Large bottles 50c. and$l.
Trial bottles free.

loutli

positively

There's

MILLIONAIRE.
Lately starved in London because he
could not digest Ids food. Early use of
Dr. King's New Life Pills, would have

ItNKi Rtnlfht.
ao"If I thought that any girl would
the bashrept me," casually remarked
tomorful Mr. Dolyera, "I'd propose

row."

"Why not this evening?" asked Miss
Fosdick coyly.

in about a

Use

Allen's

F«ot-Ense,

Your
A powder to be shaken Into the shoes.
feet feel swollen, nervous and hot, and get tired
or tight shoes,
feet
have
If
smarting
you
easily.
the feet, and
try Allen's Foot-Ease. It cools
Cure· swollen, sweating
makes walking easy.
callous spot*.
and
blisters
feet, Ingrowing nails,
Relieves corns and bunions of all pain and gives
Sold by all
It
to-day.
comfort.
and
rest
Try
Trial packdruggists and shoe stores for 25c.
TREK. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy,

2.00 Waists for

1.00

=SALE=
OF

Bicycle Pants,

MARRIEO.

■tSrÎ'Vï
<w

as»

Tain ter,

room

of the

some

for

ELBRIDGE S. WOI.COTT, late of Oxford,
leceased. Will and petition for prolate thereof
presented by Harriet K. Chadbournc, the exHENRY FARWELL, late of Bethel, deceased.
Petition for distribution of balance remaining
In her hands presented by Alice J. Farwell,
idmtnlntratrlx.

MILDRED FARWELL, of Bethel, minor.
Petition for license to sell and convoy real estate
presented by Aglcna F. Farwell, guardian.
EMERSON WAITE, late of Dlxfleld. de

■eased. Petition for an allowance out or personal estate presented by Anna C. Walte, widow.

prices

LESLIE G. PORTER, late of Kumfonl, deceased. Pe ltlon for allowance out of ]iersonal
Porter, widow.
presented by M.

:

CAROLINE B. WHITEHEAD, late of l'art»,
leceascd. Petition for continuation of Fanny
U. Eddy as trustee under the will of said Carotin·* B. Whitehead presented by Moses P. Stiles,
<uard'an unto Alton E. Whitehead, bcnellclary.

"

Bicycle Pants,
$1 to $3.25,
price $2

to

$3.50.

Children's Duck
Suits, 35 cts.
price 50
US.
SEE
CALL AND
former

cts.

Agents for the Celebrated
Queen Quality Boots & Oxfords.

ABIGAIL WEBSTER, ward. of Sumner.
First account presented for allowance by Gllltert
M. Small, guardian.
ADA F. LOVEJOY, minor, of Andover.
First account presented for allowance by Edmund N. Bailey, guardian.
ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
bave been duly appointed executors of the last
will and testament of
SA It A H Κ. DeSHON. late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giving
All itersons having
bonds as the law directs.
itemands against the estate of said decease·! are
leslrc· I to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
July lrtth, 1901.
ALANSON 3. HATHAWAY.
ANSEL G. STAPLES.
~

J.F.PIummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,

South Paris.

Sq.,

31 Market

Keep Dry!
With

a

appointed

large

July

Carriage Umbrella.
I sell

a

38

inch

good

It is

open

A LOW PRICE

serviceable

for

$2.00.

easily attached

to

any

carriage.

—

NORWAY.

South Paris

Grain

Company

Going

Out
Of Business !
It will pay all persons in need of
their goods to call and buy

January,
to close out odd

β

a!

their

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NEW

Wall Papers
-AT-

Hobbs'

Variety

stock must be sold this

Wanted.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Store.

month. Don't misa this opportunity
to buy above goods at low prices.

DIED.

patterns and clean

up stock.

Cotton Seed, Gluten,

a«

—

DURING THE MONTH OF

Proprietor,

Tucker Harness Store,

ON

Carpets

Wool

James N. Favor,
91 Main St.,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
administrator with the will
tieen duly
annexed, of the estate of
MARGARET J. TOWNSEND, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All itersons having
Itondsasthe law directs.
ilcmands against the estate of said deceased are
ileslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
W. H. EASTMAN.
July ltith, l'JOl.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duty apjiolntcd administrator of the
estate of
AUGUSTUS C. TUBBS, late of Hebron.
In the County of Oxford, dcccaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. All itersons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEO. A. TUBBS.
ltith, 1901.

Keep Cool!

""" «

Rev. Κ.

Lydla

ι'.-tate

$6 Suits, $4.63.
$3.79.
$5
former

tor therein named.

scutrlx therein named.

Bargains,

Fall Goods.

see cause.

daughter.
PHILENA A. FTANNAFORD, late of Dix
Held, deceased. Will and itetltion for probate
thercof^presented by Asa F. -Severy, the execu-

Flour, Mill Feed,

b7
la]r u>
M<1 M 8u»le
"fSSw·
of DlxieM."0*

both

etc.

AT

Look at

To all persons interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Parle, In an·! fur the
County of Oxford, on the 3pI Tuesday of luly
In the year of our Lord '.ne thousand nine liun
drcd and one, the following matter having been
for the artlon thereupon hereinafter
presented
In.it. ai<». ι, it le hereby Okdkkkd
Tnal notice thereof be given to all persons In
tr>ri·-1<■ I, !>y causing a <x»|»y of thin order to lie
three weeks successively In the OxI < ii ). :ι -1 h
ford Democrat, a newsi>a|>er published at South
Paris, In said County, tliat they may appear at a
Probate Court to be hel-l at Kumfonl Kails, on
the third Tuesday of August, A.I). 1901, at 9of the
clock In the forenoon, ami be heard thereon If

PetiSETII BABB, late of Peru, deceased.
tion for fie appointment of Dolly K. Babb ae
administratrix presented by Elda H. Luce,

light-weight

to make

ΡΚΟΒΑΓΚ NOTICE».

they

Suits and Pants,
Children's Duck Suits,

Hebron, July IS, to the wife of P. O.

Uodsdon, a son.
In Brownfleld, July, to the wife of Vlvltn
Durgln, a son.
In Fumfird Falls, July 11, to the wife of
Henry Nelson, a son.

M-AJCIUD.

Mid-July

born.
In Kast

SMILEY,

NORWAY,

Rare

in

season

styles.

THOMAS

Men's

.50

waist made this

the latest

age

In Riverside, Calif., Harry H. Gleaaon, for
merly of Mexico.
In Brownfleld, July 17. William Chandler.
Flrat Pahllo Plaalit
81
| In Hartford, July 9, John William·, aged
the
piwho
play
Of all tb·^ myriads
yean.
Mrs. Hiram Vlr/ln.
In
7,
July
BowMexico,
"Tom
that
ano how many know
In Stonebam, June tl, Mr·. Abigail Small,
who
aged about 77 yean. Daniel D. Merrill, aged
ling" Dlbdin was the first man
in Stonebam, Jnly 2,
That
played the Instrument In public?
81 yean.
Γη Norway, July 16, Samuel P. Fro·», aged
was In 1767, and the feat was perform86 yean.
ed at the first night of "The Beggar's Ι Γη
Shern
Upton, July 10. Charlea B. Sherman.
ven tion.
In Peru, July 18, Bton, eon of A. J. Austin.

Opera."—In

$ .35

Every

A POOR

They strengthen the stomach, aid digestion, promote assimilation,
improve appetite. Price 25c. Money
back if not satisfied. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff &, Co., druggists.

DOWN!

1.00 Waists for

need to endure

discomfort by reason of chafing, sunburn, insect stings, sore and perspiring
feet or accidental bruises. You forget
in
these troubles
using Buck'en's
Infallible for Pimples,
Arnica Salve.
Blotches, Skin Eruptions and Piles.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff <& Co. 25 cents.

Maine.

$ .50 Waists for

Carriage Umbrella

WHEELMEN.
no

Pari0,

WAY

Bitters and a box of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, which cured mo sound and well."

NOTICE TO

SQUARE,

A Shirt Waist NOW. All
colored waists marked

long time I had a running sore on my
leg. I tried many remedies without
benefit, until I used a buttle of Electric

">0c.

Canned Sliced Ham.

BUY

TROUBLES OF A MINISTER.
To benefit others Rev. J. T. W. Vera
non, of Hartwell, Ga., writes: "For

Sores, Eruptions, Boils, Eczema, Tetter,
Salt Rheum show impure blood. Thousands have found in Electric Bitters a
grand blood purifier that absolutely
Satisfaction
troubles.
these
cures
is guaranteed or money rofunded by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co. Large bottles only

glass.

35 MARKET

The

Mr. De Good—Hob! Then they'll be
wasting money to pay for the repair·.
—New York Weekly.

The affair will take place
month.—Detroit Free Press.

originally

green
native to the Islands from which they take their name
and were first taken ω England on
ships plying between English ports and
the south of France. From this stock
have been derived a number of distinct
varieties, such as the crested, the green,
the lizard, which imitates the reptile In
were

were

Deviled Ham.
Sardines.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

N.

Says

bis hands.

Tongue.

Beechnut Bacon in

woman who was to be seen constantly
at night wandering through the rooms
and passages. When the, family arrived, the lady was much struck wltli the
place and said, Ί must have been here
before, for I know this place so well,
only there ought to be two rooms here,
and there Is only one.'
"The agent replied that within a few
weeks the owner had caused a partition
to be taken down and made the two
rooms Into one. Still the lady was puseled at her knowledge of the place, tlU
she remembered that It was a bouse
«be used to go to In her dreams.
"Well, some time passed, and the
agent was up at the house again, when
the lady complained that one part of
the contract had not been fulfilled.
They had hired a house and a ghost for
the summer, and no ghost bad she seen.
The agent replied: Of course not, because you are the ghost. We recognized
"
you the moment we saw you.'

his

Veal and Chicken Pate.

Lunch Tongue.

the spot and gave me your old ragged
butternuts. Bat thafs all right All's
fair in love and war, I know. Let's
have a cigar."
Without a word of protest Moeby accepted, and a long friendly chat fol-

es

Ham Loaf.

Brisket Beef.

my

Cleanliness la Cook las.
a Chinese writer ef the eighteenth century: "Don't cut bamboo
shoots (the Chinese equivalent of asparagus) with an oniony knife. A good
cook frequently wipes his knife, frequently changes his cloth, frequently
scrapes his board and frequently wash-

Veal Loaf.
Loaf.

Cottage

Luncheon Beef.

"Why, hello, colonel," said Pingree in
his bluff, offhanded way, Just as If he
was In the habit of meeting Moeby every day. "I have not seen you for 25
years, but I remember very well the
last occasion when we met"
"Ah," said the Virginian politely,
"what incident recalls It to your mind?
I really fall to remember you, much to

saved him.

keep clean and legible for much longer.

The

Corned Beef.
Roasted Beef.

fluced him to Colonel Moeby, the old
guerrilla chieftain.

appearance.

sldo the
any liquid trickles down the
Result—your labels
label misses It.

closed his
the Power

since war times, when It was the popular rendezvous of the city, political,
military and otherwise. A friend Intro-

lowed.
weeks, and It will go away of Itself."
She Wu tk· Ο boat.
"Yes," said the other clubman, shrugMA certain lady and her family," says
ging his shoulders, "but I can't afford
Sir Mountstuart Grant-Duff In bis
to take a trip to Europe for the sake of
"Diary," "hired a place in Scotland
curing one wart"
which was haunted by the ghost of a

K. of R. and 8.—Emma Abbott.
M. of F—Mabel Millett.
M. of E.— Vre. James Pledge.
M. at Α.—Susie Rarker.
A. M. at Α.—Mrs. Τ L. Heath.

C. A. Hemmingway has
shop and is now at work for
«ft Light Co.

Our List of Ready-to-use Cooked
Canned Meats:

regret."
I
"Oh, well," said Pingree, "you would
ger, on which I had tried everything
could hear of, but without effect It not be so apt as I to remember the day.
I was captured by your men, and, haponly grew larger.
"Well, In the excitement of preparing pening to be wearing a very good, nearfor the trip and of the Journey itself I ly new uniform, you confiscated It on

using bottios these two hints
bo so borne in mind that the
Lake Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, ought to
practice of them becomes habitual:
elected the following officers:
Always keep the label uppermost
C.C.-Mw. A. L. Cook.
If
V. C.-Mrs. M. L. Kimball.
when pouring from a bottle, so that

1. G.-Mrt. T.J. Goldlng.

PtlffM ul VMkf.
When Hazen 8. Pingree wu comlnf
Into prominence In Michigan politic·,
be was In Washington one night and
strolled through the corridors of WU·
lard's hotel, which he had not visited

We have many patterns that will

Poplar delivered at my mill, South paper and border your
Paris, of regular size and length.
cents.

room

for

50
Will pay market price for same.
Paris.
South
L. P. HAWKINS,
WAHTED.
PUln sewing, children's dresses, and apron ι,
reasonable price·,
MBoT NELLIK BLOOD,
No. SO Main St., 804* farta.

at

Thousand· of rolls from
2 1-2 to 10 oonts a roll.

»«S8a**

South Paris.

Γ

PIAZZA LIFE IN SUMMER.
We in America are coining to underKo. lSO^-TtttBgle.
stand the importance of outdoor life.
1. To move at a moderate gallop. 2. The real poetry of summer is well nigh
Loudly. 3. Middle of the day. 4. Â large lost unless one can come in contact with
cask; a measure for liquids of four hog·» trees, grass and flowers. True country
lu-ada. 5. One-half of edge. 0. A letter.
life bars none from this delight, but in
villages and suburban towns its limit is
Ho. 187^IUuti«t»d Central AeroMlc. fixed
by the space devoted to the piazza.

The importance of this portion of the

Weak Stomach, Impaired Dation, Stek
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the keen edge of Appétit^
and arousing with the ffBsatlWl ot Hmatth
of the human
tho
frame. For throwing off fevers they are specially
renowned. These are" facts admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the
best guarantees to the Nervous and Debilitated
is that Boooham'a PUia havo tho
te Saim ot jnny Patont Medl>cAm tm tho World. Thia horn boon
achtovod without tho publication
that
ot toattmonfala, tho fact

AND

Books.

flwcftiw'gHBgficoiwnrfflbf»

■AT-

Reasonable Prices.

►

►
►

Bcccham't Pills have for many years been tbe
popular family medicine wherever the English
language is spoken, and they now stand without 4
a

rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug
Annual sale 9.000,000 boies.

<

stores.

L>4èiàÉààèà*4a*4A*Aj

CATARRH

LOCAL
and

Comapondenee on topic* of Intereat to the Wlft
le solicited. Addrau: Editor Homkmaub·'
ColuvNi Oxford Democrat, Parla. Main·.

For Blllou· and Nervous Disorders, such >s
Wind tod I Pa ία In the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals,Dixzinessand Drowsiness, Cold Chills. Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness ol Breath.Costivencss. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervoua and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments all arise
from a disordered or abused coodition of the
stomach and liver.
SMCkaai'· PHIa, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Females to complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers
Instruction

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

BO YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
..tADE

...

«kotch and description may
freu whether au
quickly :L" >Tt.im our opinion
Invention .s pmhnbly patentable. Communie»,
thins -urc'ly ouitldontlal. Handbook Oit datent·
sent free, Oldest aswwy for securing patents.
ratent* taken throutth Mann A to. receive
tu tho
?l,< ί«Ι n>>ticf, without charco.
sonillni{

Anvnne

i\

Scfeit^flc American.

etrA handsomely '.llnstmted weekly. I.urvest
culutioit ot any scientific journal. Tenus, |;i a
newsdealer*.
year: four month», IL. Sold by all

ΒΙΚΤΛΗ

rv,#TW*»^i

l-Iach of tho ten «nail pictures from 8t.
Nicholas may be descrll>ed by α single
word- When placed In the order numbered, tho central letters will spell the
auruame of α very celebrated American.

New York
& CO
MUNN
Branch Office, >35 Κ St* Washington. D. C.
361Broadway,

Samuel Richards,
Expert

Practical

Optician.
MAINE

SOUTH PARIS,
Thet-e steamer· meet every «lemanu

Ko. IMS.—Patriotic Ealgma.

Watchmaker and

or moicrn

ami
steamship service lu safety, epee· I, comfort
luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, ete.
I. K. 1.1*4General Manaxcr.

1Ψ*

..

Two Letters

T. M. Barllett, Ageut

BAUER'S

That mean HEALTH
to those who
need an infallible

No.

and

IS

time. 5. Ouo of the mechanical powG. With flow ef utterance. 7. Ludicrous imitation for sport.
Itegiuning with the upper left hand letter the diagonal will name the final result
of the Declaration of Independence.
no

CONSTIPATION Cure

V. A. ShurtloiTOc Co., A. Dudley, Bryant's l\»n«l.
Orln Steven*. Oxford.

Probably

a

ers.

dozen

of
your neighbors can
tell of its

I

Ko. 100.—Xovel Pusile.

Writo the words, when rightly guessed,
one below another In the form of a certain letter, and the primais and finals
will name what brings happiness in June
to tnuny school children.
1. Intermission. 2. A slow movement
in music. 3. The tenth avatar or incarnation of the god Vishnu. 4. Ν oar to.

cures.

ASK THEM

...

...

THE TRCf "t. F." ATWOOOS
BITTERS.

CHANDLER,

E. W.

No. ΙΟΙ.—Rtddletuer««.

Builders' Finish !

I will furiiMi IHJOUS :»ηΊ WINDOWS of any
Size or Style :tt reasonable prices.

Also Window ά Door Frames.
If in w-.int of any kln<l of Finish for 1ηκ|·1β

or

Outride work, mad ta jour onion Ptae Lumbur ami Shlnglee on hand Cheap for Cat>h.

Plaining, Sawing

QiUMs Greatest Entertainer
Host Fascinating of all Toys
ilmi>w thrrv

are

A TOY

RII'HIS MOIHf R GOOSt HH> Ml

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

and tMuiufiaa th« hi
1'π.τκ..ι.< * huunanl fruwth.
N'ivr rail· to Hoator· Oray
Hitr to It· Youthful Color.
Cutv· "·« ? ■].·-*·«· * hair laUin*.

MtSU

S

um-m ι

delivered expressaqe prepaid.

«

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

COAL!

IH> YOU WANT IT?

Pop-Fizz!

Foam-Sparine!

WE A KB NKVKR OCT

A postal or telephone to us will briii*
you a supply promptly.

A. W. WALKER &
Μοι τα

lee,

pauin, η κ

but uot in cut;
Recoud in kite, but uot iu string;
Third in yard, but not in hut;
Fourth in run. but not In fling;
Fifth is in oar aud also in boat;
Sixth is in cat, but uot in dog;
Seventh in skim, but not in float;
Eighth is iu tree, but not in log;
Ninth is in cricket, but not in frog.
If you would answer this little rhyme.
Think of tho Fourth and be in time.

My first is in

,

M

SON,

The
Nation's
temperance

beverage

HIRES

Coal, Cement, Lime. Hair. Briefc.
Sand, tfce.

sew,

Ho. 10SI.—Maalcal Inatramtnti.
1. I'art of the ear.
2. Part of thu body, as tho heart or the

lungs, etc.
3. Fart of a stag.
4. A drinking vessel mado of horn.

Cietmrj

Send SI.50 and the TOY will be

I

Maine.

ihiidrro Umtp should dlM> be

P1AYS HWt)

HANDLER,

Weet Sumner

(JRAPHOPHONE

SINUS SI R\JR> SOV.S

and Job Work

Mat< he ! Hani Wool Kloor Boar·!* for sale.

R. W. (

189.—Diagonal.

Crosswords: 1. A multitude. 2. Engaged in warfare. 3. Generous. 4. At

LIVER REMEDY

Aro the Beet remedy for Colds, Head·
acho juid tJrippe. They break up α Cold
the bowels pently, carryquickly, moveand
other poisonous matter
ίιιχ off fever
from the system. Guaranteed to "cure.
Try them. X> caitd. For sale by

In baille, but not In subdue;
In sorrow and also in woe;
In bluster, but not in command;
With your friend, no* with y oar foo;
Teetotalers and tipplers both use ino;
In whisky I'm now almost lost;
In courtroom, but never in jail,
Where one went In default of tho cost;
In the judgment, but not in the charge;
With the guilty who cun't be at largo;
In the hail of artillery's rattle;
In bayonet which oft wine the battle.
My whole is dear to tho Yankee boy.
Filling his heart with pride and joy.

How to Get Lett.

The man who never stops to think
Through haste Is oft bore ft.
The man who stops to think too long
Stands round till he gets left.
—Washington Star.
Bnpply Equal to Demand.

Visitor—What U the maximum temper
ature here?
Hotel-Proprietor—I can't say exactly,
but it's as maximum as it Is

anywhere!

Key to the Pummler.
No. 170.—Flower Puzzle: Heliotrope.
No. 177.—Churude: Will, helm, inn, a.
Wil-belm-ln-a.
No. 178.—Cbauged Words: Late, least.
Rope, power. Bark, shark. Table, stable. Cares, caress.
No. 170.—Couplets: L Ewlng. 2. Kip-

ling.

No. 180.—Diamond: 1. L. 2. Rap. 8.
Ratel. 4. Lateral. 5. Perry. 0. Lay.
7. L.
No. 181.—A Double Metaplasm:

Rootteer

Maki> it at horn·. Sold
e»frywhvre in *c. packau···, which uiako 0»·
gallons i-ach.
CUAUL1K K. HIKE8CU.
S»alT«ra. l'a.

Ρ 1 Β

OWN

Να 1S2.—A Labyrinth of Letters: Geography, history, arithmetic, grammar,

spelling, physiology, algebra,
drawing, music, botany.

«Everybody

rhetoric,

Knows

"PainKiUer

Theodore'Roosevelt

York, tint by reason
of hie military achievements, «ad secondly on account of popular belief In his personal Integrity
and political soundness.
Every American boy should read the biography
of thia groat American administrator, historian and
soldier. Nowhere is the 111b of this representative
American citizen mora clearly and authoritatively
set forth than In the
Vh elected Governor of New

NEW WERNER

Encyclopaedia
Britannica

_

of

4,000 biographies of noted
men

FOUND IN WO OTHER

ENCYCLOPEDIA * * *
Just now τou can get the complete work, delivered free, on payment of One Dollar (11.00) cash,
balance in small monthly payments.

ΓΠΓΓ
ΓΚ ΓΓ
A AYArfA*

An Oak Bookcase.
GhUde to Systematic tiffing
rr«ight chargea pxap*^4.
tea tut

it

F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

Coughs
Colds

Bruises
Burns

Sprains and Strains.
Givoe instant relief.
Two

*ize«, USc. and Sue.

Perry Davie*.
'WWWWWWWTi i >WW¥¥WWK

Only

one

We

Pain

are

Killer,

headquarters

for

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

We can show you sonic of the bent swivel and
land side plow* In the market, both lu steel and
w.>od bcuute. We have

We

thorough scholar, an
indefatigable sportsman, ft typical frontiersman
and a brave leader.
It mention· the mar y valuable historical works
he published, how he lead his men at Las Uuartmas, El Caney, and San Juan Hill
one ont

Diarrhoea

row»,

M a

And this is only

A Safe and Sure Tare f">r

Cramps

Disc.

It telle how alter graduating from Harvard, he
studied law, was a member of the N.Y. Assembly;
Pretfdent of the U.S. Civil Service Commission;
President of the New York Polloe Commission.
Asst. Secy, of the Nary; Lieutenant-Colonel and
later Colonel of the "Bough Riders." and now
Governor of New York.
It characterises him

^Medicine

Spading and Spring-tooth HarCorn Planters, Cultivators, dtc.

are

also agents for the

W«lter A. Wood

Harvesting Mach'nery.

We have In stock three hill car loads of Fertilizers. We carry four of the leading brand».

"I wish to state that your Kodol Dyswithout question, the best
for dyspepsia that I have
ever come in contact with and I have
used many other preparations.—John
Bean, West Middlesex, l'a. No preparation e«iuals Kodol Dyspepsia Cure as it
contains all the uatural digestants. It
will digest all kinds of food and can't
help but do you good. F. A. ShurtlefT &
Co., South l'aris, Williamson A* Kimball,

pepsia Cure is
and only cure

Norway.

MÎ88 Cohcnstein—"Vot vould you half
done eef 1 had refused you?"
Mr. Isaacs—"Run for a doctor to sec
vot ailed you."

dyspepsia

Digests what you eat.

all other results of imperfect digestion.

Price Me. and tl. Larue site contains 2* time·
"The truth should not be spoken at
wnnllrtaa. Book all aboatdjspepala mai lelfree
all time·." "Don't worry ; it U not.
Prepared ty C· C. OeWITT a CO·. CfelcafO· I

Inataace· Where the Canvas of u
Artiat He* Led to the ConfeMloa of
Stolen
ο Criminal—A Portrait and a

meals al fresco. Ono of tho most sist on calling us foreign devils," said
fascinating things about living abroad ie one European soldier. "I'm sorry for
that in summer ono may dine often out that," answered tho other. "I'm afraid
of doors. Wo should import tho custom we'll have to burn another town and
into this country, for it is a good ono, destroy somo moro libraries before wo
and then to the delights of long evenings get them to roalizo how civilized wo
on our piazzas we should have added arc."
that groator pleasure of sitting down to
tea or to luncheon with naturo herself.
Those famous pills, DoWitt's Little
Early Risers, compel your liver and
THE PICNIC LUNCH.
bowels to do their duty. F. A. ShurtlefT
nrscuiT Sandwiches—Split
light, & Co., South Paris, Williamson «& Kimsoft milk biscuits and butter thom. Put ball, Norway.
six hard-boiled eggs through a potatoricer; mince a dozen small, sweet cu·
Nervous lady passenger to doek hand
cumber pickles very fine, and add to the —"Have you ever seen any worse weathmeltDeck
eggs; season with salt, pepper and
er
than this, Mister Sailor?"
ed butter; spread this filling on the hand—"Take a word from an old salt,
on
the
half
of
each
lower
biscuit, put
very bad
mum; the weather's never
f-r».
ui'l'Vl ..«..4, uuu η·»!while thoro'e any females on deck aRasi'Bekky Sandwiches.—Work well makin' hetiquirice about it."
together one-half pound of sifted sugar,
one half pound of butter, two boater
DoWitt's Little Early Risers now and
eggs and two ounees of ground rice; add then, will always keep your bowels in
seven ounces of flour; spread half this
perfect order. They never gripe but
mixture upon buttered writing-paper ir promote an easy, gentle action. F. Λ.
of
mashed
a shallow tin, then a
layer
ShurtlelT »& Co., South Paris, Williamson
and sweetened raspberries; cover witl & Kimball, Norway.
the remaining half of the paste, ami
bake in a quick oven. When cord cul
Indignant. Bizzer—1"Come and go
into thick pieces liko sandwiches, ami fishing." Buzzer—"IIow dare you ask
wrap in tissue-paper.
me to go fishing on Sunday? Besides, I
Sandwiches.—Ont have to play golf."
Bbown-uread
pint of Graham Hour, one pint of corn
meal, one cupful of molasses, ono cupful TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
of yeast; mix soft with warm water, ant: Take Laxative Bromo-Quinino Tablets
stand in a warm place until light: mole All druggists refund the money if it
in pans, let it rise again, and bake in ; fails to euro.
F. W. Grovo's signature
moderate oven. Cut in thick slices, re on each box. 25c. F. A. ShurtlefT &
move the crust, form into sandwiches
Co.
using grated ham with a sprinkling ol
clieeso
for
the
tilling.
grated
"Pa, what is a grass widow?" "A
VIB0IN1A Fkied G'iiickkn.—Into f grass widow, Jimmie, is a lady who ha*
hot skillot put equal parts of butter and to run lior own law η mower."
lard; when hot lay in the pieces ol
chicken, giving each ample spaco, and
first seasoning them with salt and pep
per antl dredging with tlour. Keiuovt
the skillet to that part of the rangt
which is but moderately hot; when the 1 rhie signature 1h on every box of the genuine
under side is delicately browned turi 1
Tablet*
Laxative
the chicken and cook slowly until done
the remedy that curra η cold tn one day
When packing for the lunch hasko
wrap oacli piece separately in oiled pa
"Did you ever notice what a superper.
cilious expression Upnose has?" "Yes.
Saratoga Potatoes.—Use perfectly lie looks like a Chicago man visiting the

the portrait of the
lady mentioned had occasion to travel
In India.
In the course of his wanderings he
came to Bombay and, as every visitor

very sharp knife; lot stand in ice
cold salt-water for half an hour, in ordoi
that they may bucome crisp; dry in
napkin, antl fry in boiling-hot lard.

an

of

our

<8

Com'mbus Entis.—Take hard-boilot
eggs, remove the shells, cut the eggi 1
into halves, and rcmovo a little slict
from each of the ends, to enable them tc
stand alone in the form of cups. Minct >
the yolks antl mix with grated ham oi
tongue; moisten the mixture withcrean
or drawn butter, and season with pow
tiered mace or nutmeg; 1111 tho omptj
whites, being careful not to break thorn
then put the two halves together; servt
on a ilat dish, standing them upright, st
as to look like whole eggs.
When pack
ing for the basket wrap in oiled papei
and arraugc in rows in a pasteboard box.
American Chutney.—Chop one-halJ
pock of groon tomatoes, four green pep
pers antl two largo onions; drain in a
colander for one hour, then turn into a
kettle, antl add one gill of salt, one-hall
pint of lemon-juice, ono and ono-hall
pints of vinegar, ono pint of sugar, one
tablespoonful each of ground cinnamon,
cloves and allspice; heat slowly, and
cook one hour. This is a most palatable
relish. It should be made several days
before using.

"I am indebted to One Minute Cough
Cure for health and life. I was treated
A. W. Walker & Son,
in vain by doctors for lung trouble. I
Mailt·.
Mouth Pari·,
Washington Cake.—Ono pouud of
took One Minute Cough Cure and recovMar. U, 1901.
ered my health."—Mr. Ε. II. Wise, Madi- flour, ono pound of white sugar, throeF. A. Sliurtloff & Co., South fourths of a pound of butter, eight eggs,
son, Ga.
two nutmegs, one pound of seeded
Paris, Williamson & Kimball, Norway.
raisins and ono pound of currants. Bake
Mrs. Ilousekeep—"Jane, are the eggs in a moderate oven.
Yankee Nut-cakes.—To two pounds
boiling!" Jano (formerly of Boston)—
'Moet assuredly not, madaiu. Albeit, I of flour add ono-half pound of cut butbelieve I may safoly say the water is in ter, three-fourths of a pound of sifted
brown sugar, a grated nutmeg and one
which they havo been immersed."
teaspoonful of cinnamon; aftor mixing
STOPS THE COUGH
these ingredients thoroughly stir in two
well-beaten eggs, and a littlo water if
AND WORKS OFF TIIE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure nocessary ; mix tho dough with a spoon,
It artificially digests the food and aid·
then turn out on a dough-board, and
Nature iu strengthening and recon- a cold in one day. No Curo, no Pay. knead; roll out into a rather thick sheet,
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
structing the exhausted digestive orcut into strips, and fry a delicate brown
gans. It is tho latest discovered digestin boiling fat; drain on a napkin in a
Maud—"When are they to be maraut and tonic. Ko other preparation
colander.
largo
ried?"
Efhei—"Never."
Maud—"Never?
It in*
can approach it in efficiency.
In addition to tho above diehos, which
Ethel—"She
will
not
And
so?"
cures
why
siantly relieves and permanently
are peculiarly appropriate, others, euch
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn, marry him until he lias paid hia debts, as cold meats, pickles, olives, salads,
Fiatuleuce, Sour Stomach, Nausea, and he cannot pay hie debts until she lemonade, and a freezer of cream well
Sick Headache, Gastralgla Cramps and marries him."

Kddôï
Cure

WORK OF DETECTIVES.

The l>c»t of all Tills arc Bkkciiam's
Bamboo, willow, wicker and East
course, complied with her request
Indian furniture, a swinging divan with
Shortly after the painting hod been
The average Chinaman doesn't feel completed a daring burglury was perTurkish pillows, square cushion scats, a
Moorish bench,
Japanese lanterns— that ho needs Christianity. lie has ex- petrated, with the result that the lady
these are only suggestions, intimations cellent teachings of his own which he
lost her heirloom, and no trace of the
merely, of tho manifold resources which doesn't follow.
thieves was forthcoming.
or
thief
can bo drawn upon to render piazza-life
Years passed by, and the lady gave up
Fjrny-Fcctoral Stopn the Tickling,
delightful.
all hope of ever seeing tho precious
There is one opportunity afforded by Mid quickly allays inflammation in tho throat.
heirloom again.
a broad piazza of which we are slow to
take advantage. Wo might take more
More Work. "Those Chineso still inNow, It so happened that the artist

or a

No. 183.—Hollow Squares: L—L Pear.
2. Rare. 3. East. 4. Trip. II.—1. Poet.
2. Tree. 3. Erer. 4. Reap. III.—1. Hilt.
2. Task. 8. Kale. 4. Each.
No. 184.—Riddlomeree: Faults.
No. 1ST».-Hidden Animais: 1. Ilen. 2
Ram, seal. 3. Rat. 4. Panther. 5.
Jackal. 0. Stag. 7. Leopard. 8. Cat.

DONE THE

PAINTINGS THAT HAVE

replied:
house should be duly recognized before
"Yes, Adelaide, it is true.
the plans are out of the architect's hands, told you all. Ah, forgive me! It was
correct
the
consequences.
for
ossentials
throe
the
and
not my fault! Before heaven I swear it!
The picture represented α lonely
location—exposure, privacy and outlook I had hoped that you might never neod
be as carefully considered as its con- to know. Do not ask me to explain. It stretch of beach, upon which the sea
struction and relation to the main build- is too terrible. You will learn to love was beating In long, creamy rollers. In
ing. In some instances even the con- some other. I can go away somewhere the foreground, bending over a dead
ventional rule for attaching the piazza to and
drag out my days in shaine and sor- body, woe α man with a wild expresthat portion of tho house that faces the row."
sion on bis face and with a naked
intetho
stroot should not bo followed,
Then, woman-like, she put her arms knife In hie hand. A ship's boat, evito
order
in
reversed
rior plans being
around his nock, looked up into his
was also in the
bring the living-rooms and porch at tho strong, manly face and said in low, dently Just beached,
rear.
plcturo, and by the side of the mursweet tones:
The picof
Each point of the compass offers some
"Arthur, let me help to boar your dered man was α bag gold.
inducement for the placing of tho burden. Have I not
to share ture portrayed the advent of two castpromised
piazza, and these should be woighod, all your joys and sorrows? Do not keep aways upon a friendly shore. The one
advantage for advantage. The east af- this from mo. Do not leave mo in doubt. hnd murdered the other so that the
fords a comfortablo rotroat on cool
Perhaps I can forgive you, and thus treasure might bo his.
mornings, toward the south one has tho save both our lives from being wrecked."
The painter's visitor was a gray hairsunlight longest and the strongest curWith an effort ho pulled himsolf towild eyed man.
ed,
rents of air, to the north the maximum
gether and replied:
"In heaven's nam©, sir," be gasped
of shade, and to tho west tho afterglow
mc as 'Litdress
to
used
mother
"My
"how did you learn the dreadful
of early evening.
tle Lord Fauntloroy,' and once she had out,
A comparison of tho best effects reachthat you painted? I see you know
that
costume!"—
story
in
taken
ed in piazza architecture shows that the my picture
all. 1 murdered my mate BUI to get
Chicago Times-Herald.
main underlying element is good proporthe money that was his. I threw hi·
_7s THEY CHOSE
tion, and that a piazza's degroe of usebody Into the sea. I don't know what
fulness depends upon the width of the
bride
train
the
the
While waiting for
Impulse led me to tho Academy. The
and
walked
flooring.
and bridegroom
slowly up
first thing I saw was your picture repHailed or shingled sides are a decided down the
platform.
that took place 30
protection for young children and a
"I don't know what this joking and resenting the scene
necessary screen on a thoroughfare. guying may have been to you," lie re- years ago."
Ease of approach and an informal ai»Needless to say, the picture had been
"but it's death to me. 1 never
the marked,
such an ordeal."
pcarauco arc gainod by keeping
the outcome of Imagination. Yet murexperienced
the
Where
piazza floor near the ground.
"It's porfectly dreadful," sho answer- der will out, and tho guilty conscience
expense of roofing is too groat, tho idea ed, "1 shall bo so glad when we got away of the man who had killed his comrade
be
can
Italian
of the
adopted from everybody wo know."
"porgola"
for lust of «old had convinced him that
in a modified form.
"They're actually impertinent," ho
"
the painting was no coincidenco, but
A dilticult achievouient, oftentimes, is wont
on, "Why, the very natives
the actual portrayal of a
that of making the general entrance to
"At this unpropitious moment the was Indeed
the house sépara ο from tho veranda, soold station master walked up to dastardly and unwitnessed crimo.
wheezy
There Is probably no picture better
curing for the latter the seclusion de- them.
entertainment.
and
sirable for rest
"Bo you goin' to tako this train?" ho known In England than "Tho Doctor,"
tho
Forethought will always provide
asked.
by Air. Luke Pildes, yet there are prol>most convenient means of ingress to the
"It's none of your business," retorted aitly very few people aware of tho fact
of
and
also
the
house from
egress the
piazza
bridegroom, indignantly, as ho guid- that that selfsame masterpiece was
to tho yard.
ed tho bride up the platform, whore
the means of bringing to light the perthe
at
be
vines
planted
may
Hardy
they condoled with each other over the petration of a crime that would othercorners of the house—woodbine, trumpet
of the natives.
impcrtinenco
have been known.
creepers—and while giving these time to
Onward camo tho train, its vapor wise never
reach a protective height certain swifterA certain doctor In a largo town comfrom afar. It was tho last to
curling
growing annuals may bo substituted. their destination that day; an express- mitted suicide, and among his papers
Tho supports to the entrance may be"I
nearer, nearer, it camo at full speed, was a letter which ran as follows:
como distinctive when enfolded by the
then in a moment it whizzed past and have today seen Luke Fildes* 'Doctor.'
dark leaves and rich blossoms of tho
was gone.
The picture represents a medical man
Cobioa scandons. Graceful festoons of
"Why in thunder didn't that train watching by the bedside of a child. It
the wild cucumber vine may be swung
tho
bridegroom.
yollod
has so haunted me that I am going to
from pillar to pillar, and an eastern stop!"
"
'Cos you sod twarn't none of mine
porch can be illumiuated during tho bizinoss. I lias to signal if that train't tnke away my own worthless life and
make a confession at the same time.
morning hours with the Convolvulus to stop."
major.
When Arthur's"—his brother's—"boy
And as tho old station master softly
The groon-and-whito Japanese pots
stroked his beard, there was a twinkle died, 1 came Into money that my dead
balanced over a small wheel make an arin his eye.
brother had settled on him. lie died
tistic outdoor holder for flowers. Long,
ne all the world thought of acute pneunarrow wooden boxes painted to match
NOT UP TO DATE.
Yet his life might have been
monia.
the piazza floor, if filled with plants of
"O, tho disgrace of it all," wept the saved had 1 acted, as Fildes' 'Doctor' Is
one color and stood on tho outer edge,
bank
of
tho
wife
defaulting
unhappy
so evidently doing, with the use of all
will make a decorative border.
employe.
Tho most substantial piece of furni"Alas! Alas!" moaned hor friends, not the skill that lay In my nower. I hasture for a piazza is tho wooden settee knowing what else to say.
tened the boy's end ami so got the
with enclosed seat and table combined.
"O, the disgrace!" continued tho sor- money. 1 can bear it no moro."
The ideal rug for piazza use is the
rowing woman. "To think that Ilenry
A well known artist was commissionNavajo blanket, made by our American only got away with $XOOO, when every- ed to paint the portrait of a lady in exIndians. The least expensive, by way
a
from
the
all
way
body else is taking
alted circles, who boasted the possesof coutrast, is a denim rug woven like a hundred thousand to a million."
sion of a most unique Jewel in the
she
rcaliz
too
rug carpet in suitable lengths. Japanese
it
was
when
late,
Now,
The lady was very
rugs, Indian moodji and wood-fiber arc od her mistake in marrying an old- form of a pendant
each in their way attractive for summer fashioned man.—Baltimore American.
anxious that this heirloom should be
wear.
Included In her portrait The artist, of

formed potatoes, peel them carefully
and slice very thin with a potato slicei

A
..Household

TEILTALE PICTURES.

BAIT FOR 8UNFI8H.
W*WM
Oae Mka'· Method ·< Oola«
Wltk Bla Boot*.
about ae much sport to

There le
catching the big eunfleb

oat the

crapple

lifting

In

ae

If you can get the

former In one of lte MTûge moodit
Peiker la a great grafter on eunflsh.
of
He haa got Λΐοββη different kinds
Diamond Peadaat.
nonsense
bal^ but be eays that it la all
He
An artist who had suddenly become to trouble about digging worms.
a hamalmost famous by his production of a declares that beef run through
painting exhibited at the IloyaJ acad- burg β teak grinder Is Just the proper
a
at Grove Cœur
emy was one day callcd upon by
caper for the eunflsh
Tho tougher the beef the better,
mnn whose vlelt woe productive of the I η it «
I have not
most extraordinary and undreafnt of OS it will cut in long strips like angle-

Bromo'Quinine

About

Governor

THE BLOT ON HIS PAST.
"Is there anything in your past," the
beautiful girl asked, "that you have
kept from me? Oh, Arthur, think before
It is too late. Surely you cannot wish
to make us both unltappy, as we should
be if I were to learn after we are married that you had not told me all—that
there was something you had kept back.
Arthur!" she exclaimed, drawing away
from him, "there is—there is something
You are pale
you have kept from me!
and you dare not look mo in the eyes Γ
The young man stood looking at the
floor and nervously clasping and unclasping his hands. At last ho hoarsely

Buffalo

Exposition."

DoWitt's Witch Hazel Salvo should be
promptly applied to cuts, burns and
scalds. It soothes and quickly heals.
Bo suro to get DeWitt's. F. A. ShurtlefT & Co., South Paris, Williamson &

Kimball, Norway.

"Thoso New York social reformers
seem to havo an admirablo remedy for
doing way with the divorce evil."
"What is tho scheme?"

"Abolishing marriage."

Chronic Nasal Catarrh poisons every
breath that is drawn into tho lungs.

There is procurable from any druggist
tho romedy for the cure of this trouble.
A small quantity of Ely's Cream Balm
placod into tho nostrils spreads over an
iuflamed and angry surfaco, relieving
immediately the painful inflammation,
cleanses, heals and cures. A cold in the
Sold by
head vanishes immediately.
druggists or will be mailed for 50 cents
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, Now
York.

Chappie—"I'd just
moan by boing
Cholly and mo at once."
engaged
Miss Pinkie—"Why, bless mo! there is
No Harm done.

like to know what you
to both

no harm done; you can't eithor of you
afford to marry me, you know."

«Α STRONG GUARANTEE.

who had

painted

to that place does, strolled through the
native bazaar.
Suddenly his attention was riveted
l'—

Λη

Λ'

4η«.Λ|ι»ι?

In

α

shop that seemed familiar to him. It
was a diamond and ruby pendant
Where bad he seen It before? lie ransacked bis brain, but could not remem1η»γ.
He returned to bis hotel and happened to take from his portfolio a
sketch of the portrait he had made

years ago of the lady with the pendant.
In a moment the enigma was solved.
The piece of Jewelry be had seen was
the peculiar pendant that bis fair sitter
had been so anxious he should Include
in bis portrait.
lie hurried off to the chief of police,
and told that worthy what be suspected, namely, that the bazaar be had visited contained the long lost jewel of
the English lady. Inquiries were at

lAon foot with extraordinary results. The Jeweler in the bazaar confessed to having given years ago a
quite Insigulflcant sum for the Jewel,
which be had bought from a stableman
once

In the employ of a neighboring rajah.
The stableman was sought for, and
turned out to be none other than a famous English cracksman, who bad apparently turned honest, but who,
nevertheless, confessed to having been
the thief of the Jewel that had been

Weekly.

low. He began to wonder If tbls was
example of the American hustle
whose reputation bad croesod tbo At-

lantic.

Presently

came a

knock

on

"I wouldn't light, my good man,"
said the peacemaker.
"But ho colled me a thief, sir!" exclaimed one of the combatants.
"And be called mo a lazy loafer !"
cried the other.
"Well," said the peacemaker serenely,
"I wouldn't light over a difference of
opinion. You may both be right"—1TitBits.

For Couglie, Colds, Bronchitis, Influenza, Whooping Cough and all Throat
and Lung troubles, Bauer's Instant
Cough Curo is generally conceded to be
the quickest and surest remedy known
Why She Wasted It.
It loosens and clears tho
to science.
Mr. Bowers—I don't see why you
bronchial tubes and prevents pneumonia. want to
spend money for a new therConstant coughing racks and inflames
mometer when we bave a half dozen
tho lungs. It weakons their action and
consumption often follows. Why do already.
Mrs. Bowers—But tbls one has α bayou run such a risk when in Bauer's Instant Cough Cure^jou havo a remedy rometer, and barometers are so handy.
that acts quick and suro? It is ploasant See, It says "rain," and Just look bow
to take and doos not
^pause that nausea It Is raining!—Puck.
at the stomach so commonly following
the use of other cough cures. Children
BarcMtie.
can take Bauer's Instant Cough Cure
He looked about 7 years old, and he
and they like it. This famous romedy is
in a Broadway
sold under the strongest guarantee pos- eat beside his mother
sible. If it does not do tne work your car one day last week. "He's 4," re-

packed and wrapped, will readily sug- monoy will bo cheerfully refunded. For marked the mother as the conductor
gest themselves to the minds of those sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. ; A. Dud- held out hie hand for the fare. With
whoso task it is to provide the lunch.— ley, Bryant's Pond; Orin Stevens, Ox· never a smile, "la be married?" asked
ford.
Woman's Home Companion.
the conductor.—New York Bun.

The following are a few prices to our regular
and upwards.
Dry Plates, seven makes, 4x5, 25c dozen
Embossed Card Mounts, for 4x5 pictures, only 7c dozen.

customers :

goods.

Chemically

pure

"Hypo",

pound.

4c

Heavy Cardboard, in colors, 20x28, only 7c.
Silkdown, only 25c per package.
Wiggins' Photo paste, 3 oz. ioc.
Printing frames, 4x5, 10c. Ferrotype plates, 10x14, only 7c.
Remember the
You can save money by dealing with HiHs.

place.

Carriages! Carriages!
Doeorlption.

Evory

ΟΓ

The finest line

"f

—

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES
be found outside the citics.

H. P. MILLETT,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

CIIUUCII STREET,

so
no minnows for love or money,
I chased up some crawfish and went
In to win. When It comes to catfish
bait, Just try trlpo. It. is tougp and
cannot be pulled off the hook easily.

get

—

St Louis

Globe-Democrat

A DMT«r*« Toilet.
the
It Is an Interesting sight to watch
outlaw at his evening toilet To liegln
his
with. Instead of sitting up with
l>olarge, flat rtbtxHl tall protruding
hlnd him, lie tucked It forward between
Then
his hind legs and sat ui>on It.
his
with his hand he carefully oombed
at the sauve
hands
both
using
hair,
long
howtime. There were many places,
In this
ever, that coukl not be roacbod
short and
way, for his aims are very
his body very large, so heVombed these
otherwise Inaccessible places with his
the
hind luet UBlug first one and then
other. The entire operation was performed with the utmost deliberation
and care and occupied more than a
the time
quarter of un hour, so that by
It was completed daylight had almost

vanished.
disMy presence did not apix^ar to
turb hlni In the least, though I sat on
tl»e ground within three feet of him
that I might the better note hl« various
attitudes, for It Is not often one has
at
an opportunity of watching α beaver
such closo range.—Everybody's Maga-

A full lino of those ranges
seen

Variety

at Hobbs'

Store.

Saving in fuel makes
to

he

can

it economy

discard your old range.
50 cents

without

makes it easy to

price,

increase in

payment,

week

a

own

of these modern ranges.

one

zine.

The Military Sainte.
All salutes, from taking off the hat
to presenting arms, originally Implied
sarespect or submission. Of military
lutes, raising the right hand to the

HAYING TOOLS

bead Is generally believed fo have originated from tike days of the tournament when the knights filed past the
throne of the queen of beauty and, by
hands
way of compliment raised thuir

ΔΤ

to their brows to Imply that her beauty was too dazzling for unshaded eyes

to gaze upon.
The officer's salute with the sword
has u double meaning. The first posltlon, with the hilt opi>oslte the lli>s,
Is a repetition of the crusader's action
In kissing the cross hlh of his sword
In token of faith and fealty, while lowering the iKiliit afterward Implies ei-

ther submission or friendship, meaning
In either ease that It is no longer necessary to stand on guard. Raising the
hand to the forehead has albo been exjilii

in**

<i

an

ni^u

iuuv

t«*v

».

Ancient Skyscraper*.
Tho idea prevails tlrnt skyscrapers
are of modern American origin, but
Professor Lancia ni declares that In ancient Uomo, an early us the time of Augustus, buildings 10 or 12 stories high
loiter they are believed
were common.

to huve beeu much higher, rivaling out
most modern apartment building in
size and height. It le well known that
at Constauttnople the Emperor Constantino found his view of the water
cut off by the skyscrapers erected between his palace and the water front,
though he had placed his palace on

high ground.

The Child at

Bolster L Co.'s

Dayton

Drag
Rakes, Forks, Stones and itiflee, at
lowest prices for GOOD GOODS.

Scythed, Snatlis, ltakes,

SQUARE,

35 MARKET

Maino.

Paris,

Soutb.

CAM ERAS AT COST
to close out stock
fore buying our

Libby,

Miss

Pl«r.

means

-

hand beSpring line.

on

Norway,

Maine.

SUPPLIES, Printing Papers a Specialty.

PHOTO

whereby Individual
acquired. It Is tho appren-

Tluy le the
are

N.

v»,..,..»..

hand I» empty and in an Inoffensive i>osition, but this reason does nut seem
so convincing as the others.

ticeship for the work of life. A little
child at play Is "at his lessons."—II. B.
Drummoud's "The Child."
About Rlitht.
No man should ever inako excuses to
Let him say
a woman who loves him.
he is sorry and loves her, and she will
malt ρ the excuses ami accept them too.

—New

Upplneott

Marked Down Hale of

Trimmed Hats and Bonnets,

NO MAKESHIFT.
In This Case the Work

Properly

Call and

was

Done.

"Hole?" queried the Englishman. MI
Any reader who has had backache and
wanted a trap."
found relief by rubbing the back with
"Here It Is," said the tollcis "and It'll
liniments and lotions, understands that
catch that mouse sure."
the relief obtained was but a makeshift,
The Englishman's mouth opened In
astonishment. "Mouse! What db you for the ache returns. There's α way to
do it so the ache will not come back.
mean? Who are you, anyhow?"
"I'm the hotel carpenter, sir, and I've Read how it's done.
Mr. Fred A. Wood, of 103 Thurbers
brought up the trap you ordered!"
The Englishman glared. Then It pen- avenue, Providence, R.
I., messenger for
etrated his Saxon wits, and he roared.
the Barle and Prews Express Co., says:
He gave the carpenter half a dollar
"In the winter of 1897 I became so en·
and swore the Joke for once was on
thusiastic an admirer of Doan's Kidney
America.
Pills, after they cured me of kidney
The Right Side.

MAINE.
NORWAY,
list
from
prices. All the leading
AU the leading Cameras at discounts
makes of Dry Plates, Papers, Supplies, etc., etc. The only agent in town
Aristo Co.'s" products.
for the "Eastman Kodak Co.'s" and the "General
fresh an<l direct
The only place in town where you can find such goods
from the factories. We handle no cheap imitation papers—only first-class

•'I can catch crapple with crawfish
tails to beat the band If I cannot get
minnows. Crickets are great sunfish
and bass bait, while the katydids will
mnko a crapple leave its bod at midonoo
night Just let your book Blng
with a green katy on, and If there
a
Is
crapplo within α radlua of
10 or 15 foet It will come like
If
a hound at a coursing match.
can pull your
you get no blto, you
freight up a few car lengths and try a
new place. I caught oil those big crap·
I could
pie last week with craw tails.

the door.

"Come In," bade the Englishman.
Entered a mechanical looking man In
bis shirt sleevea.
"Where'e tbo bole?" was bis question.

at

JEWELER'S,

THE

HILLS'

In a
the way to catch a mess of flsh
few hours.

powers

The EnKllihaaa and III· Ordc*.
An Englishman at a Chicago hotel
ordered a trap. Ho ordered It of nn intelligent looking key clerk behind the
desk. Then he went up stnlrs to his
room to preparo himself for the drlvo.
Πο waited half an hour for the announcement that the vehicle was be-

County

Stock and Lowest Prices in Oxford

Largest

found at spawning time, aa carefully
as If they were fishing for trout Now,
out
It Is different with me when I go
with my hamburg steak to feed the
tie
golden bellied beauties nn. I Just
a
tho line to each leg of my boots, take
little short rod In my band and stride
into thé water and go ahead. On the
the
bootleg lines I use rod file·. Why,
sunflsh come up and get stuck on my
That's
fly hooks three or four at a time.

miraculously discovered-—Pearson's

to

WHOLESALE AND BET «IL.

worms.

"When the sunflsh are biting right
do to be
smart. It to about all that I can
said Peiker. "I bein
the
shop»"
kept
lieve me and the sunflsh are the most
1
cheering things out. Do you know,
at
have notlcod old time fishermen
the
Breese'e lake wading around In
shallow water, where tho sunflsh are

Supplies I ^

Cameras and Photo

trouble, I wrote to the agents unsolicited,
telling them about my cure and stating
that if my recommendation would
preparation along I would be

help
only
too pleased to furnish it It has appeared
in our Providence newspapers since, and
now in the month of May, 1899, I em·
phatically state there is not one word I
On the other hand, I
wish to retract
am only too pleased to re-endorse a prep·
aration which acts ao faithfully to the
representations made for it as Doan's
Kidney Pills."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster·
Milburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y., sole agents
the

for the U. S.
Remember the
Doan's. aud take no substitute.

name,

Worms?
f caim elcknaaa, and jomtlme· it—th ln^
M children, before their prtaence la anapact. «
■ «d. Ql va th» m a few doar· of
■

Ia
!■

TRUE'S PIN WORM ELIXIR
wffl m

Ifworma are preaent th«v
A harmleaa TapUbto tonic.

**-

I

azpaUad. I
·ΊΜτ- ■

Special Sale
The

new

quality

at

prioes.

in latest

shades, regular 33

HOWE,

The People's National
Mon-

Published

Wednesday
Irl'iay, le In
reality a line, fn:«h
every other day
Dally, kIvI»K the

day,
.iixl

latent
days of

on

new»

South Parie, Me.

Family Newspsper.
Ι'ιιΙιΙ1 ρ»liOil

New-

Issue, an<l
covering new· of
tbe,ulher three. It
contaiim all Important foreign cable

York

Tri-Weekly

news
wears

which
In

ïTaily

τ

au.

THE

κι β-

UN Κ of same date,
aim) Domestic and
Foreign Correspondence, Short
Κ le part
8 tori en.
Half tone I lia·tratlone, Humorous Item-, Indue·
trtal Information,
Kushlon Notée,
Agricultural Matter* ami Comprehensive ami relialile financial ami
Market reporte.

York

Weekly

Regular eubscrlptlon prlcc,
$1.50 i*er year.

Tribune

cent

cts.

MRS. E. A.

New-

our

of Fancy-neck-ribbons.

quilt edge
25

see

Wo furnish It
With TIIR OXFORD DEMOCRAT for 12 25
per year.

Send all orders to THE OXFORD

Tribune

on

Thar·<1*7,

ii<l

Agr*cultural

IK>

known for nraily
nlxty year* In every paît of the
Uultcil .St.iU'< a*
η Nation» I Katnlly
New*p»|>cr of tin·
ΙιΙκlit-··! • l»-·', for
farm· rxaii vlllnji"
It I'ontaln·
prit.
all the imirt linjHir·
tant new* of Til Κ
DAILY Τ RIBUN Κ up to hourof
going to lire**, an
the
li.H
rea·!·
entertaining
tuir
for
every
menilier of the
family, ohl anl
Market
lmrtineiit

of

lilghciit onler,

£oung,

£|>urt>t which an·
accepte·! a» au
tliorlty Ιιν fermer*
ami country nier·
«flknt*, 11"I I*
clean, up to -late,
Intending an-l In·
Htructlve

Reg u I a r » u l<
ccrlptlon prie»',
$1.111 per year.
tVe furnlxli W
Willi Til Κ OX·
l»KM<>
KOKI>
CHAT for #l-7#
per year.

DEMOCRAT, South Paris,

Me.

